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Scope of Services
The scope of services of this study is included in the appendix section. Generally, the study’s purpose was to make 
a detailed review of the City’s departments to determine how well their staffing, procedures, systems, and practices 
matched up to their Virginia peers and the best local government practices nationally. The study team reviewed numer-
ous documents, both programmatic and financial, and interviewed most of the City’s department directors to accomplish 
this review. The City Council was also interviewed to obtain their insights and views about the vision of the City. Group 
interviews were also conducted with interested citizens who are active in the affairs of the City.
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Introduction and Summary
Before starting, it will be useful to define what is meant by the words “effectiveness” and “efficiency” in the context of 
analyzing a local government. Effectiveness is the power to produce an outcome or achieve a result. Efficiency is acting 
or producing effectively with the minimum of waste, expense or unnecessary effort. In the early 1900’s there was a large 
effort to measure the success of local government by emphasizing efficiency – especially as to how it applied to labor and 
cost. From this effort many local governments measured their success purely on output data. The more output with the 
least amount of labor and cost the better. These principles were generally accepted for many years and were reinforced 
by the evolution of regulated financial reporting imposed at the state and federal levels. The practical effect of financial 
reporting was to standardize reporting across all levels of government. Because variances in corporate and governmen-
tal reporting still caused concern in the securities industry, the Federal Accounting Standards Board was created to 
further standardize and regulate financial reporting. What was omitted from standardized financial reporting was the 
need to also conform efficiency and effectiveness reporting. States attempted to address this concern by requiring local 
governments to summarize expenditure data that could be summarized and presented on a “per capita” basis. Thus, local 
governments could be compared based on per capita costs of their peers and on a statewide basis. In Virginia, the State’s 
Auditor of Public Accounts collects and produces these reports. 

Researchers, academics, taxpayers and students of government were not satisfied with the aforementioned reporting 
standards and strongly desired data that could truly determine whether actual value was being attained from govern-
mental services. From this frustration a new emphasis evolved in the late 1980’s that attempted to summarize outcome 
success rather than counting units of productivity. Many attempts are being made to standardize reporting through per-
formance measurement, benchmarking, and sophisticated output reporting. National associations and think tanks have 
also weighed in by developing outcome and success measures in education, human services, and public safety services. 
The reemergence of national certifications for specific disciplines such as fire and police services, financial and budget 
reporting, environmental management, utility management, and local government management have offered up another 
layer of conformity and paper reporting. In today’s world of local government all of the aforementioned reporting and 
certification standards apply. However, the evolution of refining and developing outcome measures continues through 
a new and more targeted methodology of “goal reporting”. Simply stated, a local government defines broad goals and 
defines their success by reaching outcomes over periods of time. Strategic planning, visioning, and modern benchmark-
ing systems all incorporate this new refinement of outcome reporting. The new way of gauging outcomes is to measure 
goals based on citizen and customer surveys and interviews. This form of measuring produces a focused report card that 
comes straight from the locality’s chief investors – the taxpayers. Two localities have done an excellent job transitioning 
to performance reporting – Eugene (Oregon) and Palo Alto (California). Eugene (www.eugene-or.gov) does an excel-
lent job relating vision to performance in a narrative format while Palo Alto combines performance reporting into a 
department-by-department format that both citizens and elected officials can appreciate (Palo Alto Service Efforts and 
Accomplishment Report).

Measuring Up
How does the City of Charlottesville (the “City”) measure up in today’s layered world of efficiency and effectiveness 
reporting? To answer this question, the study team needed to see how both the outside and inside world views or mea-
sures the City. The appendix summarizes the resource information requested by the study team that was provided by City 
staff. Additionally, the study team conducted in-depth interviews with City staff and department heads to determine 
how City processes and work structures function to produce results and outcomes. This analysis also looked at com-
pensation, benefit, and labor practices to see how they compare to peer practices here in Virginia. The goal of the study 
team was to find opportunities to reduce cost without impacting results or outcomes. The report will be organized in a 
fashion that follows the City’s budget listing sequence by making first introductory and summary conclusions and then 
proceeding with findings on individual departments. The report will primarily address opportunities over the next three 
years and will suggest long-term initiatives the City can consider.
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Citywide Measures
To some local folks the following statement is either obvious or ridiculous: “Charlottesville is one of America’s leading 
small cities and is known worldwide for its quality of life.” From a community, local government and outsiders perspec-
tive how can this statement be validated or supported?

The City has been measured and analyzed by many outside study groups and research institutions at or without its 
request. In almost all of these studies the City has finished in the highest rankings. Whether it is travel, finance, arts, 
history, education, health, recreation, business or environmental management, the City is a top performer. The power of 
opinion stretches far beyond corporate borders. Word-of-mouth reputation is the strongest indicator of success.

Quality of life is an amorphous term; its meaning varies by person. The majority clearly sees the City as a healthy place 
to live and raise a family. The City is also a great retirement location based on criteria developed by AARP.

From a financial management perspective no higher distinction can be awarded beyond an “AAA” bond rating. Because 
the rating is based on economic, financial and debt management criteria, it represents what all local government seeks to 
attain – the highest acknowledgement of financial stewardship. The fact that the City holds this rating and maintains it 
means the City is in a very small group to top performers.

From an education, historical and cultural perspective, two of America’s icons squarely look at Charlottesville – Monticello 
and the University of Virginia. Tourism, therefore, still ranks highly in both its value and future importance to the City. 
Some of the country’s top travel publications – Frommer’s, Outside Magazine, and the National Trust for Historic 
Preservation sing Charlottesville’s praises. 

Does the City have too many staff positions? Has the number of City positions increased over the past 10 years? Based 
on a department-by department review the City is budgeted on the “lean” side. The large departments of Public Works, 
Police, Fire, and Utilities do not have excessive staffing. Furthermore, the level of staffing in “blue collar” jobs requires 
departments to share forces during storm and snow emergencies. Most of the departments have cross-trained their 
personnel because they do not have the staff strength to carry specialized personnel exclusively. Over the last decade the 
number of City personnel has remained stable. This trend follows the City’s population, which has remained at approxi-
mately 40,000.

The aforementioned Auditor of Public Accounts (“APA”) Comparative Per Capita Reports serve as a rough benchmark 
to compare cities across Virginia for financial performance. Charlottesville is grouped along with 38 other cities in the 
APA’s reports. The data that is sent to the APA is a matter of record maintained by the City’s finance department.

It should be noted that reports that use per capita data represent a broad snapshot of comparative data and are not 
intended to be used to make definitive judgments about the quality or efficiency of any particular department or group 
of programs.

 The most recent report provides some insight about Charlottesville’s priorities. Among 39 Virginia cities, Charlottesville’s 
rankings in the following areas are:

	 •	 1 in Social Services and Welfare expenses per capita

	 •	 6 in Public Safety expenses per capita

	 •	 7 in Financial Administration expenses per capita

	 •	 8 in Parks and Recreation expenses per capita
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	 •	 9 in General Government/Debt expenses per capita

	 •	 10 in Community Development expenses per capita

	 •	 17 in Education expenses per capita.

The City’s tax rate and revenue capacity remains competitive when comparing it to other localities.

	 •	 The City ranks 8 of 39 in revenue capacity

	 •	 The City ranks 12 of 39 in real estate tax valuation

	 •	 The City ranks 13 of 39 in real estate tax rates

 These rankings will be discussed as they pertain to each department. Although these rankings have no bearing on budget 
decisions they do bear out the cumulative impact of how expenses and revenues compare to other cities in Virginia. It 
is the opinion of the study team that Charlottesville delivers very competitively on “value” for the taxpayer dollar, 
based on the APA reports.

Hidden Assets
Studying how a local government spends money can often provide insight as to how things really work at the com-
munity level and to what degree the locality is a “player” in community investment. Charlottesville clearly ranks high in 
cooperating and helping community organizations succeed. To say the City is compassionate about helping area human 
service organizations is easily verifiable. The City provides $3.4 million to a broad range of programs that serve the 
aged, youth, and criminal justice community. The City and community have taken steps to establish outcome reporting 
to be sure the taxpayer receives value for its investment. City staff serve as board members on many of the community 
agencies. 

In keeping with its Art and Culture goal, the City provides $1.6 million to community education to the arts, history 
and culture and $102,000 for sponsoring community events. The City has been entrepreneurial in leveraging community 
investment with City infrastructure funds and/or property to build new facilities for the Boys and Girls Club and the 
YMCA. The City is also reinventing the use of Jefferson School to be a cultural and community center.

The City also invests $2.8 million to support the operating expenses of the City bus system (CTS) and the transit service 
known as Jaunt. Among Virginia cities of similar size, only Alexandria (population 102,000) has funded transportation 
at this level.

The City provides $1.6 million of support for affordable housing by providing tax relief for the disabled and elderly and 
an affordable tax grant program to income-qualified residents.

These investments, which total $9.6 million, do impact the tax rate (adding approximately 19 cents). However, when 
considering the City’s $.95 real estate tax rate the taxpayer is receiving considerable value when one compares the City 
to its peers.

Consolidated Services
The City provides numerous services to the school system. These services save money by lowering overhead, technology 
and facility costs. Although this is not unique in Virginia it does place the City in a small group of localities that have 
consolidated services. This report will discuss these services as they relate departmentally and also recommend future 
opportunities for consolidation.
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The consolidated services are:

	 •	 Facility Management

	 •	 Bond Placement and Financings

	 •	 Pupil Transportation/Fleet Management

	 •	 Grounds and Recreational Field Management

Future opportunities for consolidated services are:

	 •	 Information Technology

	 •	 Financial accounting and payroll

	 •	 Purchasing

	 •	 Risk Management

	 •	 Performance and financial auditing

Shared Services (with Albemarle County)
The City shares services for mental health (District 10), landfill operations, regional jail and juvenile detention, commu-
nications center services, health services, CSA, youth-oriented and senior services programs, rescue squads and certain 
recreational/athletic parks. Overall, these programs work well and result in cost savings to the City by avoiding redun-
dant overhead, operating and facility costs.

Future opportunities for shared services are:

	 •	 Special education programs (Schools)

	 •	 Parks and Recreation

	 •	 Fuel Procurement (Purchasing)

	 •	 Road maintenance (DPW)

	 •	 Court security, civil process, transportation of inmates delivery (Sheriff )

	 •	 Affordable housing for suburban areas (NDS)

	 •	 Court Clerk
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Management  
Communications
The City has done an excellent job with communications with print, television and especially Internet media. The City’s 
web page is extremely attractive and functional and serves as a great “front door” for visitors not familiar with the City. 
Residents can get information, pay taxes and fees and keep up with City events and governance. Future web enhance-
ments could include: adding more payment and assessment options, providing citizen survey opportunities, virtual tours 
of City buildings, and virtual walking tours of City historic sites. “Hot keys” should link to hotel and restaurant locations 
in the City by providing a first class web site visitor center. In short, the City has a great web site and an excellent support 
staff to make it even better. Based on citizen comments improvement is needed in citizen response and follow up. It is 
recommended that departments that incur high customer inquiries and complaints develop a standard response 
protocol that provides timely feedback to the citizen about the status of the inquiry or complaint (and if or when 
it will be resolved or addressed). Such a system could be monitored by the City Manager’s Office to be sure that 
response standards are being met. The system used by the County Administrator’s Office in Chesterfield could be 
copied (including computer code) for ready use at no cost to the City.

Another important issue is the need to refrain from using voice mail as the first or primary way of answering calls. 
Citizens expect to talk to a “live” voice and find voice mail irritating. Using telephone surveys randomly to determine if 
departments are using voice mail too much is an excellent way of validating the impressions of citizens.

Economic Development
The City has adopted a proactive strategy to redevelop 3 key areas to make Charlottesville more financially sustainable 
into the future. These areas are West Main, Preston, and the Railroad Station areas. 

West Main’s “connectivity” strongly relates to UVA Hospital, the University and tourism. The Preston area is critical for 
the development of mixed use housing, Class “A” Office, and retail uses. Opportunities exist to attain housing afford-
ability goals through the use of set-asides or assisted housing grants in this area. The Railroad Station area is an excellent 
location for Class “A” office and retail uses (including restaurants).

These three locations have pre-approved zoning that is flexible to be attractive to redevelopers and provides the incen-
tives to promote the City’s housing affordability and sustainability goals. All 3 sites are potentially similar in scope of 
what occurred in Northern Virginia’s Metro Station areas – high quality mixed use with classic urban design.

These projects will also promote the City’s desire to create jobs and opportunities for its citizens. Retail, service, profes-
sional and managerial jobs will locate in areas that exude quality of life and nearby ambience such as the Downtown 
Mall area.

Other areas for development include the Charlottesville Oil Company site near Route 20 (potential hotel site) close 
to Monticello which has flood plain issues to overcome, and the Water Street Parking lot (Class “A” Office/Retail). The 
reuse of the Martha Jefferson Hospital is another major opportunity to develop office and condominium uses that will 
meet the City’s economic development goals.

The City staff has taken active steps to locate more hotels here. The completion of the new cancer and children’s hospital 
will create a need for short-stay and extended-stay visits. Furthermore, additional housing will be needed for interns and 
related medical professionals.

One of the cornerstones of local economic development is the synergy between the City and the University. In an ideal 
scenario, University graduates could create and foster an entrepreneurial job base by working and living in the City. 
The City’s job incubator is an excellent example of how to entice graduates to stay and help the City prosper. Another 
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opportunity exists to communicate directly with UVA parents and alumni via the Internet. The regional tourism group 
could promote tourism through direct Internet packages (hotels, restaurants, and events) to enhance hotel occu-
pancy on weekends and holidays.

There is a need to develop an effective communications strategy (both internal and external) to promote the 
City’s economic development strategies. Both employees and citizens expressed a desire to learn and understand how 
the City is addressing this need. The City presently publishes a monthly newsletter and maintains information on the 
Internet and should evaluate how this information is accessed and used.

City Attorney 
The City Attorney’s Office has six full-time positions (4 attorneys, 2 paralegals) who handle the City’s legal work. The 
City Attorney engages and uses outside counsel in litigation that is supported by VML insurance programs and in 
unique transaction work such as bond counsel and cable franchise contract renewals. The City Attorney also serves as 
legal counsel to the Housing and Redevelopment Authority, Planning Commission, and the Airport Authority.

The City Attorney’s office uses Lexus legal research services and Municipal Code Corporation for printing and recodify-
ing the City Code.

The Code has not been recodified since 1990 and is due for an update ($20,000); however, substantial “rewrites” have 
been recently made to the zoning and subdivision ordinances.

The City Attorney’s Office is the key repository of all city contracts and agreements and has a computer-supported file 
management system for quick reference accessing of these and other legal documents. It is recommended that the 
search/scan capability of this filing system be upgraded by IT to allow attorneys to search for documents using 
text searches for the all of the text rather than searching only the text in the file name. It should be noted that the 
City Attorney’s Office has made a deliberate and commendable effort to scan/index (OCR technology) its important 
documents at its current location. It is strongly recommended that some of the records that are stored at the records 
room/warehouse be retrieved and scanned, including annexation legal records and all contracts that are still in 
force. It is recommended that redundant OCR records be stored by IT in a secure and fireproof location away from 
City Hall.  

Debt Service
The City’s “AAA” bond rating indicates that the debt has been managed exceptionally well and has outstanding debt 
management policies. The City should consider issuing revenue bonds for utility debt rather than funding these improve-
ments with general obligation bonds. This would allow utility debt to be separately rated and managed. By using revenue 
bonds rather that general obligation bonds the City can undertake large utility projects without “booking” the bor-
rowings as general obligation (or tax-supported) debt. To accomplish this the City will need to fully justify all revenue 
transfers and expenditures sourced from utility funds. It is recommended that the City use a “return on investment” 
methodology as the rationale for Utility Fund transfers to the General Fund. It should be noted that the City could 
continue to issue general obligation bonds for utility projects (typically “AAA” rated general obligation bonds can save 50 
basis points compared to the highest rated revenue bonds) so long as the debt load (accumulated debt) is not excessive 
and does not limit the City’s ability to finance non-utility projects.

To save DPW personnel and operating costs, the costs of construction management and engineering expenses could be 
charged to bond projects. This facilitates spreading out theses costs with the life of the improvements. Using internal 
construction management allows the staff to work closely with maintenance staff to maintain, repair and manage heat-
ing/ventilating/air-conditioning systems, fire suppression, and security and technology functions.
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Although the City distinguishes the costs of City and school debt it bears the full costs of ratings, placement, adminis-
tration, and payment of all debt. It is recommended that the School operating fund pay the costs of schools debt to 
fully disclose the cost of local education.

The City should evaluate the use of capital leases for vehicles. Leasing should only be considered for specific equipment 
that costs individually $250,000 or more. Pay-as-you-go financing should be used for acquisition of rolling stock 
(avoid use of capital leases) using internal reserve funds.
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Internal Services
Human Resources
Human Resources services include recruitment, employee relations, training, employee benefits (includes retirement plan 
administration), workers’ compensation, organizational development, personnel classification, and personnel administra-
tion. Human Resources is staffed with 8 positions, placing it on the lean side based on the department’s responsibilities. 
The department takes the lead in the Wellness program that helps keep health benefit costs in check. The department 
maintains the benefit and compensation systems and conducts periodic surveys of area and peer employers to determine 
the competitiveness of City positions. The department takes the lead role for employee development programs (training, 
tuition assistance, employee satisfaction surveying).

The City periodically engages consultants for compensation consultant studies. One staff person is dedicated to classifi-
cation studies. Issues such as pay compression and classification problems are better handled on an on-going basis. Using 
staff rather than consultants saves funds especially in areas such as compensation/classification, benefits and workers 
compensation. It is recommended that the City consider adding another staff person to keep up with the workload 
generated to complete this work.

Employee Compensation and Training
The City has kept up with the depreciation of the dollar as it relates to cost of living. Below are approved increases since 
1999:

In 2004, public safety staff were guaranteed an increase in salary of  $1,856. If the 3.50 percent did not increase his/her 
salary by the guaranteed amount, then that person did receive an adjustment to get to that dollar amount.

In 2005, an additional 4 percent across the board for public safety (fire, police and sheriff ) was granted. These adjust-
ments were granted because other area competitors paid higher wages. The Police Department experienced 10 percent 
turnover. Turnover was not significant in the Fire Department. 

Some of the City’s pay practices need reevaluation. The practice of paying personnel 100 percent of pay while on disabil-
ity (for employees hired before 1993) is costly and not productive. The industry standard is 2/3 pay because the federal 
and state governments provide generous deductions to make up for the loss of pay. The City, by paying 100 percent, is 
actually encouraging disability filings and duration. The study team did not find any evidence of abuse of this benefit but 
still recommends changing the policy. Another related issue is how the “light duty” assignments for workers compensa-
tion are handled. The City has seen mixed results because certain departments do not provide opportunities for light 
duty and allow employees to not work. This is particularly true for employees of the transit system. The City practice of 
paying employees higher compensation (than what other localities pay) for holidays worked needs evaluating. (The City 
adds a day extra of administrative leave for this.) 
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Human Resources needs to undertake driver record and sex offender criminal record checks before hiring City employ-
ees who drive or who are in contact with younger citizens. This is an inexpensive prevention step that can help the City 
avoid losses in the future.

Human Resources should make use of on-line “360-degree” evaluation programs to promote effective management 
communications and supervisory skills. Such evaluation programs help managers improve their interpersonal skills and 
allow feedback to go “up” as well as “down” the hierarchy. Initially this program should involve the top 40-50 manage-
ment positions of the City. It is inexpensive and helps make employees more productive. 

The City grants administrative leave to employees who work holidays and other hours beyond the regular workweek. 
Some of the administrative hours are regularly deleted at the end of the year because employees simply do not have the 
time to use them. It is recommended that HR study this issue and determine some fair way of compensating employees 
for this lost time due to workload.

The City requires certain management positions to be residents of the City. Sometimes such policies can be major 
obstacles to advancing long-term productive employees who should be promoted.

The City’s work force is aging, including key management positions. It is strongly recommended that a disciplined 
and deliberate effort to undertake annual succession planning be started for all management positions. Human 
Resources should play the key role of coordinating this planning. This effort combined with an employee development 
plan should ready the City for the coming retirements. 

The City credits half the value (to a maximum of 2000 hours) of unused sick leave of retiring employees as service time. 
This can be a costly benefit as it related to future retirement costs. It is recommended that this policy be changed to 
pay a flat amount not to exceed $2,500 (same as the state’s policy).
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Finance Department
Finance Administration
The Finance Department has successfully integrated most of the capabilities of the SAP system with the exception of 
asset management. The City’s CAFR is exceptional and financial documents and presentation materials used for bond 
rating are also exceptional. The State Auditor of Public Accounts per capita data for financial administration indicates 
that Charlottesville’s costs are on the moderately high side. Ideally the City’s Finance Department should be combined 
with the school system’s to save funds and make the most effective use of SAP systems. In the long run, consolidating 
would save staffing and operating expenses.

Real Estate Assessments
The City’s real estate assessments staff consists of a Director and 4 assessors (2 are certified appraisers). The City uses a 
computer assisted assessments (“CAMA”) system that is 13 years old. The CAMA system will need to be replaced soon 
because the maintenance agreements have expired and the vendor has agreed to support it for a limited amount 
of time (replacement cost $50,000). 

Residential accounts are assigned by using the City’s 40 neighborhoods. Commercial accounts are assigned by 14 dis-
tinct commercial areas. One appraiser handles commercial and the 3 assessors handle residential. Residential properties 
are reviewed annually with detailed walk-throughs (for each unit) every 3 years. Commercial properties are reviewed on 
a 3-year cycle. The City’s sales assessment and coefficient of dispersion ratios show recent improvement; however, some 
gains are still achievable. This is especially true for commercial assessments. The addition of another certified commercial 
appraiser would more than recover all of its cost in one year. Furthermore, by replacing the CAMA system, the City 
could improve residential assessments and recover its cost in one year.

The City’s effective tax rates (which discount the tax rate by each year’s realized sales assessment ratio) have had the 
practical impact of lowering the real tax rate 10-15 percent.

The City offers a generous package of tax relief programs to low income and elderly or disabled residents. These pro-
grams serve to promote the City’s housing affordability goal. The City’s Housing Affordability Tax Grant program and 
rent relief programs are unique in Virginia. The rate of foreclosures resulting from delinquent taxes is low due to the use 
of these programs.

Purchasing
The City’s Purchasing function is staffed with 3.5 positions that handle all aspects of purchasing in an extremely effi-
cient and effective manner. The City’s procurement guidelines are consistent with the best practices used across the 
Commonwealth. The Purchasing staff has made maximum use of the new SAP system. To better handle workload, add-
ing a half-time equivalent (20 hours) should be considered. The Purchasing functions of the Schools and City should 
be combined to enhance buying power and use the maximum power of the SAP system. 

Warehouse
The City’s Warehouse needs a comprehensive review and study to determine its viability and cost/benefit. The cost of 
maintaining a warehouse operation must be evaluated in light of retailers and wholesalers who provide these services 
more efficiently and effectively. The Purchasing Officer has done an exceptional job operating the warehouse with very 
limited resources. If the City opts to operate a warehouse, the City should acquire the SAP modules that will facilitate 
bar coding to effectively track and control inventories that now stand at 1,700 items. It is recommended that the City 
and Schools combine warehouse operations to enhance economies of scale.
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Inventories used by Utilities and Public Works should be maintained and managed separately by their respective depart-
ments. In the long run these purchasing lines are better managed and provisioned by the personnel who coordinate and 
plan this work.

An area that needs both study and improvement citywide is records management. The City has established protocols for 
retention of contracts and agreements. What is lacking is a centralized and unified file management system that applies 
to all departments. A simple, low cost procedure could be established that requires a common file index and nomencla-
ture system foe all departments. 

Risk Management
The Risk Management function of the City is not used to its potential to save the funds, prevent accidents, or mitigate 
the risks incurred by most of the City departments. The organizational placement of this function under Purchasing 
simply does not position it to function as a “priority” in the eyes of department heads. The recommended placement is 
as a separate office reporting to the City Finance Director. It should work as an internal service fund billing its costs 
and overhead to its customers. It should handle all insurance placements, workers compensation, safety training, OSHA 
compliance, risk assessment, and be a team member on benefit decisions. Ideally it should work very closely with Human 
Resources and the City Attorney’s Office (as it presently does). The Risk Management Department should make full 
use of the SAP system’s ability to track and monitor compensation costs related to workers compensation and safety and 
OSHA training. The City is nearly in full (paper) compliance with OSHA in most of its operations with the exception 
of the Gas utility that is in full (paper) compliance. An internal survey of OSHA program compliance (department by 
department) is suggested to see exactly where the City stands compared to its local government peers.

The City’s Risk Management contractor should provide detailed management reports to better manage the costs of 
workers compensation. Goals need to be established to reduce and not increase these costs. Fraud checks to uncover 
workers compensation abusers need to be done before new hires are made in positions that are vulnerable to workers 
compensation abuses. This is especially valid in public safety positions (that have presumption benefits) where employees 
could receive benefits for non-work injuries. The City’s training programs should provide training modules that deal 
with safety education.

The Risk Manager for the City should provide the same services to the Schools. There is no safety or risk manager func-
tion in the Schools despite their rather large risk and peril exposure.

The City should undertake a comprehensive peer-to-peer comparison for risk management to see how it mea-
sures up to the best local government practices in Virginia.

The process of evolving risk management to be a fully self-insured operation needs to be expedited. The self-insurance 
fund could be started using general fund reserves and funded thereafter with department premium charges. The City and 
Schools should be included in this program.

Financial and Performance Manager
The City does not have an independent internal Financial and Performance Manager position or program. The City does 
have a viable system of checks and balances in place within departments to protect the taxpayers’ money. No organized 
and systematic non-departmental programs exist to check financial transactions or performance measurement that are 
independent of departments. Ideally, the Financial and Performance Manager should be a separate department report-
ing to the City Manager. The Financial and Performance Manager would develop a risk assessment system that sets 
auditing priorities for both the City and Schools. The costs of this program should be equally shared between the City 
and Schools. An example of a three-year risk-assessed financial and performance program is included in the appendix. 
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In the short and long run a Financial and Performance Manager department will actually pay for itself through revealed 
performance improvements, savings and detection of wrongdoing.

Utility Billing Office
The City’s processing of utility bills has been streamlined and uses the latest technology. The use of Treasurer’s staff at 
the front City Hall foyer is very convenient. There is a need to improve reporting as it relates to aging of delinquent 
bills and developing written administrative policies dealing with utility billing administration. 

Treasurer
The City Treasurer manages the banking, investment, and collections functions of the City government. The Treasurer 
also manages the parking ticket and residential parking system and also serves as a trustee to the City’s retirement fund. 
The department position count has not changed over the last decade despite the natural growth and complexity of this 
department’s responsibilities. 

The study team review of how the Treasurer’s department could improve either through technology or new innovative 
programs revealed that the City’s Treasurer’s department is one of the most innovative in the Commonwealth. The 
department has taken full advantage of technology and innovative programs for collecting bad debt and other key rev-
enues. As a result, the City enjoys high collection rates for property taxes, providing a “plus” for bond-rating agencies.

The City’s parking ticket and collection systems have room for improvement; however, the present system is very cost 
effective. To improve this system and improve revenues the City needs to exercise more “bite” on chronic parking abus-
ers. It does not take a rocket scientist to conclude that violating parking meter times is still cheaper than using the City’s 
parking garages for all-day parking. The City should be more market-based on its fine structure so that using parking 
garages is encouraged. Charging $30 rather than $15 for overtime parking tickets is recommended. The best systems 
are those that are perceived as fair and convenient. The new block pedestal system that dispenses windshield receipts 
and permits the use of credit cards is excellent. We do not recommend the “Auto Chalk” system because the user 
gets a ticket in the mail and often is offended by its arrival. The City has made excellent strides in customer service. 
Whatever improvement are made should come through a user focus-group to get the best feedback.

The City’s investment team (COO, Finance Director, Treasurer) has done a commendable job investing all idle funds 
for the best and most secure return by using state investment pools. It is strongly recommended that the team look at 
all management and portfolio management costs for the pension fund when it solicits new investment counsel services. 
These costs could be lowered as much as $100,000 per year. The potential use of third party managers to handle 
longer-term idle cash (12 months or more) ought be evaluated by the investment team.

The City’s cigarette tax system (which yields more than $700,000 annually) operates the same way it did 30 years ago. A 
system that works by using stamps is costly to print the stamps and to administer. It is recommended that the Treasurer 
study and propose a more efficient way to collect these revenues.

The City dog tag system costs more to administer than the revenue it yields. It is recommended that the system be 
either abandoned or out-sourced to a third party. The goal of the program is to be sure that dogs are registered and 
vaccinated. Since enforcement is non-existent no one can be sure how many owners comply or whether the dog tag 
system really works. 

The City rolls off delinquent real estate property accounts (after 2 years) to a third party legal office for collection or sale. 
Escheat sales are done routinely with the income returning to the General Fund. Because these accounts often occur 
due to hardship or unidentifiable multiple heirs, it is recommended that the income derived be used as a source of 
income for Affordable Housing programs.
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It is recommended that Information Technology survey and evaluate small system equipment and system 
upgrades for this department. The Treasurer should be commended for the team approach exhibited in support of the 
SAP system. 

Finally, the location of the collection counter in the main City Hall foyer was a brilliant decision. Citizens can get their 
bills paid promptly and are greeted by a friendly and customer-oriented group of professionals. They also serve as City 
ambassadors by providing useful directions and advise.

Commissioner of the Revenue
The Commissioner of Revenue directs, supports and coordinates the assessment and billing of personal property taxes, 
business and professional licenses, sales taxes (which are largely self collected by business), City real estate tax relief pro-
grams, meals taxes, bank stock taxes, state income taxes, transient room taxes, consumption taxes and short term daily 
rental taxes. Charlottesville does not levy an amusement tax.

The Commissioner’s department has 13 full time positions that are all cross-trained to support the various subsystems 
required to administer the aforementioned taxes and licenses. The department coordinates its work very closely with the 
Treasurer. The department has not been able to take advantage of the SAP system because the enhancement modules 
require the added cost of $200,000 (which would largely support personal property and BPOL). However, the depart-
ment has largely automated all of its own assessment and billing systems using Microsoft Access programs that have 
been custom programmed by the Commissioner’s staff. This allows the staff to avoid costly manual work and make them 
extremely productive. The sole drawback of using Access programs is the limitation on file size (which has been mini-
mized by the Commissioner’s use of batch file application). The department has also taken advantage of optical character 
reading (scanning) applications to lower manual processing time by staff.

The Commissioner has also taken on additional programs and responsibilities without adding staff, including the City’s 
tax relief programs and special programs (using GIS) to track sales tax receipts by location.

Because this department is so productive and has taken full advantage of technology no major changes or improvement 
are recommended. Other financial managers in the City should adapt the Commissioner’s (and Treasurer’s) way of doing 
business, i.e., cross train the entire staff and develop low cost technology solutions to save the City money.

The City Treasurer and Commissioner of Revenue rank among the best in the Commonwealth in terms of productivity 
and use of technology.

Information Technology (“IT”)
Over the last three years the City has made steady progress in upgrading and improving its technology infrastructure 
and critical software systems. The City made a significant and ongoing investment by acquiring the SAP software sys-
tem (City Link) to replace inefficient legacy systems. To successfully install and use this system, all City processes and 
procedures were changed to integrate the new technology. This work was successfully accomplished with City staff and 
contractors. Systems of this complexity and size typically take 4-5 years of concentrated work before they are made “live” 
and ready for use. Albemarle County has a similar project and has only implemented the fixed assets module as of this 
writing. Because the SAP system offers many enhancement choices, the City cannot practically reach the goal of achiev-
ing complete “SAP” utility unless it makes more investments (acquiring enhancement modules). Each module should be 
carefully acquired through a strategic planning and investment analysis process. 

Currently the City is installing new network infrastructure that replaces a hodgepodge of old networks that were costly 
to maintain. The new computer operations center consists of a client server (Windows based) “blade” set-up that allows 
for effective data center operations. This is a very flexible system that can be expanded. If the City and Schools consolidate 
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information technology services the current system and space could be expanded to handle the processing requirements. 
The result would be large savings on the Schools side due to avoiding equipment and software costs (especially SAP 
financial/payroll system).

From a personnel standpoint, IT is staffed adequately with 18 positions. The City is not over-staffed in systems program-
ming because acquiring new systems outsourced the large coding requirements. If the City assumed School processing, 
it would need additional personnel to handle the software and maintenance needs unique to Schools. Two large systems 
are decentralized in departments: separate servers and personnel support GIS and Traffic Management. It is strongly 
recommended that the hardware and network side of these systems be supported by IT to avoid cost redundancy 
in backup and uninterruptible power systems.

The City’s technology governance needs improvement so that users play a major role in planning and management. 
Fortunately, the City created a citywide user committee to support startup for the SAP system. This work group should 
be expanded to encompass all IT venues (systems, software standards, new equipment, voice and strategic IT planning). 
This change can facilitate the City’s desire to move to citizen complaint tracking, performance monitoring, and scorecard 
reporting.

It is strongly recommended that the City move slowly and deliberately before acquiring any software or system 
to support these needs. The special work group has already started the first task of deciding and articulating how per-
formance monitoring should work. Subsequent steps would involve data gathering and distribution, connecting depart-
mental goals to Council Vision goals, and determining what “outcome” data is critical to City reporting.

The control of personal data devices (for voice and email), pc printers and cell phones should be centralized from 
a procurement policy standpoint. These devices have a large impact on productivity and communications protocols. 
Standardizing supplies, accessories and buying items in larger quantities (or under state contract) will generate savings.

Finally, the City needs to practice use a deliberate strategic planning process to make the best use of IT. The cost 
and scale of IT systems require careful planning and execution. An IT reserve fund needs to be created to handle the 
needs of new equipment and software. The plan prioritizes funded projects to meet the City’s goals. For example, the 
plan would contemplate the need to acquire the next release of SAP in 2012 and all of the enhancement modules (fleet 
management, bar codes for inventory/fixed assets, state purchasing, human resources) the City needs in the future.
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Healthy Families And A Healthy Community 
Community Attention and Contributions to Children, Youth, and Family Oriented Programs
Programs offered by Community Attention provide community juvenile criminal justice services, residential foster care 
group homes, a summer internship program, and education/life skills training to the City’s youth. A large portion of 
revenue support comes from state Juvenile Community Crime Control and Comprehensive Services Act funds.

This department provides critical prevention programming to the City’s teenagers. As noted in the Social Services and 
Education sections, the City’s foster care population and the number of children living in poverty represents a significant 
challenge to human services and public education. The City and Schools should be highly commended for the invest-
ments and programs that have been put in place for pre-school children and elementary age children. The testing scores 
show the results of these efforts.

Test scores decline and service needs escalate as children enter and go through middle school years. Innovative preven-
tion programs to serve this population should be connected and coordinated at the middle school level. The City has 
taken active steps to expand programs (with more than $1 million annually) for prevention through “Contributions to 
Children, Youth and Family Oriented Programs.” These programs have established performance outcome measures that 
should periodically reviewed by City staff involved in youth-serving departments including Schools. It is strongly rec-
ommended that these services be also reviewed and assessed every three years by an outside expert to determine 
how well they benchmark nationally. These programs should include the evaluation of a potential juvenile drug court 
program to be operated by Family and Juvenile Justice Services. Ed LaTessa of the University of Cincinnati is one expert 
who can undertake such an assessment. Following a “best practices” discipline by reassessing regularly will assure the 
City that direct and contracted programs are effective.

To address this need to improve and carefully coordinate funds and programs during the middle school years, a more 
deliberate planning and evaluation function needs to be established in Community Attention. It is recommended that 
the juvenile criminal justice planning function (state and local funds) be transferred to Community Attention to 
meet this need.

The City’s rate of foster care placement is 5 times the state average. To lower this rate, more effective programs must 
address school truancy. These programs should be family support-centered and focused on after-school times. In addi-
tion, more help is needed to do intensive case management in Social Services to provide help to mothers and fathers of 
single parent households.

Because 32 percent of ninth graders do not go on graduate from high school, a renewed emphasis should be made to 
fund technical and trade school education programs at the middle, high school and community college levels.

Contributions to Education and the Arts
Jefferson Madison Regional Library 
The City is a partner with the Jefferson Madison Regional Library (2 branches: Central and Gordon) contributing $1.3 
million for F.Y. 2009 (20 percent of the Library’s total budget). The Library is staffed with 110 full time equivalents, of 
which 60 are permanent and 50 are part time employees. The Library’s per capita operating income is $29.72 and its per 
capita staff ratio is 2,302, placing it on the low side of libraries with similar population in Virginia. The library’s total 
circulation is 1.6 million making it one of the state’s leaders. The library offers a full range of reference services, summer 
reading, cultural enrichment, and circulation materials (books, tapes, cd’s, dvd’s and periodicals) and provides complete 
computer services (filter-protected) to its patrons. Approximately 40 percent of the main branch use is attributable to 
City residents.
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The State of Virginia supports regional libraries at a higher rate than single-jurisdiction libraries. This has been very 
advantageous to the City financially. Over the past 5 years the State has steadily reduced funding to libraries statewide 
resulting in a significant reduction in the resources budget of the Library (which has been completely funded by the 
State). Five years ago the resources budget was $830,000 and now it stands at $630,000. The cumulative impact of this 
cut has reduced the currency of the collection and increased the age of circulated materials. To resolve this situation the 
State needs to increase its contributions and/or the regional partners need to begin funding some of the resources bud-
get. Because the Library already uses part time personnel heavily (40 percent of all personnel time), lowering this line 
item and increasing the resources budget is not recommended.

In terms of capital needs, the Library needs to renovate the main branch within the next 5-10 years. Train & Partners 
Architects estimated in 2005 that a renovation would cost $12.6 million. Because the City’s regional partners heavily use 
the branch, perhaps a shared cost arrangement can be secured to pay for the improvements.

Contribution to the Arts
The City contributes approximately $200,000 to various arts organizations that greatly enhance the quality of life 
and improve the economic viability of the Downtown Mall area. The study team informally asked several Downtown 
Mall business operators about their support for these initiatives and received very positive comments about their 
continuation.

Charlottesville/Albemarle Convention and Visitors Bureau
The City presently provides $589,109 to the Charlottesville/Albemarle Convention and Visitors Bureau. This amount 
represents 25 percent of the current lodging tax revenues. CACVB is both a destination marketing and visitor center 
operator. The City was recently ranked number 31 as a national tourism destination. The City should develop a service 
agreement (which includes performance criteria) that specifies general and specific services the City itself expects to 
receive in exchange for this investment. The City should work closely with CACVB on forecasting the need for future 
hotel rooms through its Economic Development program. Also, City staff should network with other localities to deter-
mine how they measure results from similar organizations. 

It is recommended that the City consider creating a sports commission entity that would own, operate, and create 
sporting events in the area that would enhance tourism and fill hotel rooms. Sports Commissions work extremely 
well in university communities similar to Charlottesville. 

Social Services and Comprehensive Services Act (“CSA”)
Of the State’s 39 cities Charlottesville ranks the highest in per capita expenses related to social services/welfare expenses. 
Offering non-mandated programs does not drive these per capita expenses. The higher per capita expenses can largely be 
attributed to higher proportionate expenses supporting children in foster care and all of the associated support programs 
that prevent foster care or provide services to children who are considered at risk. The Social Services Department is 
making use of limited state and federal resources that address the needs of these vulnerable children. 

The present organizational placement of CSA administration should be evaluated. Ideally, placing CSA under the City’s 
DSS department would allow better case management and programming and allow the City to have more effec-
tive financial controls of CSA expenses. The most innovative and cost effective CSA operation is located in Hampton. 
The CSA office has made a site visit and looked carefully at the Hampton CSA program. Hampton’s average cost per 
case is about half of Charlottesville’s. Hampton’s kids have an average age less than Charlottesville due to the fact that 
they intercept and provide services to kids at an earlier age. This allows kids to be treated at home and not through costly 
residential programs. The City’s high foster care rate and the fact that a considerable per cent of children “age-out” in 
foster care further drives up costs in the CSA program. The City’s DSS has begun to aggressively pursue foster care 
prevention programs (using federal funds). By better coordinating programs for prevention services in the community 
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and realigning CSA expenses the City could be like Hampton’s CSA within 5-10 years. The escalating City cost of CSA 
services needs to be better managed and controlled to accomplish this goal. DSS should be the decision-maker on con-
tracting community services for at-risk kids and should coordinate carefully with Community Attention, Juvenile Court 
Services, Mental Health, and Special Education/City Schools. Charts included in the appendix provide a reference point 
for trends in foster care, adoption, TANF, and food stamps that relate to this commentary.

Housing Programs and Tax Relief
The City presently budgets $1.6 million for various tax and rent relief programs and $1.4 million for the Affordable 
Housing Investment Program. The City’s current number of homes in foreclosure is exceptionally low. There are no 
“Sheriffs Sales” listed for consideration, and, according to the Treasurer, such sales are rare in Charlottesville. A logical 
next step is to determine whether the City’s housing and tax relief programs have had an impact on lowering the rates 
of foreclosures and Sheriff sales. It is recommended that an economist familiar with affordable housing programs 
evaluate the efficacy of the Housing Affordability Tax Grant Program.

Neighborhood Development Services (“NDS”)
All of the City’s development, planning, zoning, inspection, historical preservation, codes enforcement, GIS and engi-
neering programs are concentrated in this department. This has facilitated a “one stop shop” operation that has been well 
received and praised by the business and development community. The area that needs improvement is how resident 
and neighborhood complaints and issues are handled. A system that incorporates a “best practices” approach of 
case management and quick response needs to be implemented and staffed. A clear need to improve customer 
services (email, phone, and letter) should be pursued based on comments from citizens. 

Demographic information use and analysis needs improvement to allow the department to work more effectively and 
help other City departments. This deficiency is neither the City nor department’s fault. U.S. Census methodologies need 
to become more sophisticated to handle the nuances of the UVA student population residences. The City needs accu-
rate age cohort projections to better plan and forecast community and human services. This will be especially true over 
the next 5-20 years because of the aging of the population. It is recommended that the City initiate a study with the 
Weldon Cooper Center for Public Service to map out a strategy to improve demographic data and forecasting.

The department has done an excellent job coordinating development issues and future planning of adjacent properties 
close to UVA. The City has recognized the future importance of working closely with UVA on housing and parking 
issues. In the future the City should undertake a review of the financial impact of UVA as it relates to the growth and 
development of both entities. For example, can the City retain the intellectual capital of graduates by providing more 
housing and commercial office space on the Main Street corridor? How can the City concentrate more new housing 
downtown and reinvent the Amtrak station area? Can adding or dispersing student housing in other areas make neigh-
borhoods more healthy and sustainable?

The City presently manages 8 historic districts and 3 entrance corridor districts with one position. Because the City has 
one Board of Architectural Review and one Planning Commission reducing staff time to support these responsibilities 
would be difficult. Studying how other localities handle this staff responsibility (such as Alexandria) may be useful.

Outside of tax policies, NDS is the key department leading affordable housing initiatives. The City needs to consider 
using “set-asides” to expand and disperse affordable housing in new developments. The use of cash proffers to assist in 
constructing affordable housing and rehabilitation should also be considered. The department needs to establish a 
coherent Affordable Housing Strategic Plan that sets unit targets of replacement and new affordable housing 
based on Federal family income brackets similar to what Boulder, Colorado has done.
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The use of cash proffers to assist in constructing affordable housing and rehabilitation should also be considered. The 
local housing authority is currently developing a master plan that should be carefully considered and analyzed as it 
relates to the City’s Comprehensive Plan and economic development efforts. Any effort to add more affordable housing 
should be coupled with expanding employment through commercial and retail/services development. 

Currently NDS offsets less than 30 percent of its gross expenditures through fees and charges. A regular peer 
review of fees and charges needs to be implemented to lower the General Fund cost of this department.

Parks and Recreation
The City’s Parks and Recreation Department offers the full range of athletic, instructional and community recreational 
center programs to all age groups and residents who have disabilities. Staffing levels have remained static over the last 10 
years. The department has done a commendable job of assessing resident needs by completing community-wide needs 
assessments (the last assessment was in 2005). The City offers enhanced programming (represents over 10 percent of the 
P&R operating budget) through its indoor aquatics facility that is typically not offered by cities of its size. The City is 
coordinating services and new facility development with the Boys and Girls Club and YMCA. The YMCA programs 
need to be more focused on improving programs for youth, adults and handicapped residents. By doing so, Parks and 
Recreation could make better use of City facilities and expand its program offering and instructional programs. Youth 
athletics is almost self-supporting (except for field and facility maintenance) through fees paid by participants. Adult 
athletics are entirely self-supporting (except for the costs of maintaining fields and facilities). Because of the limited 
number of fields in the City, Parks and Recreation use a field allocation system. 

It is recommended that the City charge non-residents for access and use of City facilities and fields by levying fees 
through existing non-City and City use charges rather than creating a separate system of charging non-resident 
use. These charges could help recover maintenance, development, and debt service costs. A non-resident charge system 
has been used for many years by Fairfax County (Virginia).

To expand field capacity the City could consider installing artificial grass turf in areas that experience high use and 
night play. Field use could be increased and maintenance costs lowered. Sports such as football, soccer, field hockey, and 
lacrosse (which have youth and adult play) could make use of maintenance-free surfaces.

The department devotes 2.5 positions to the therapeutics and elderly programs which, based on comments from the 
Director, need more staff (1.5 fte’s). This is an area that the YMCA should target for growth by coordinating program-
ming with Parks and Recreation when it opens its new facility.

The department offers after school recreation programs at its community centers and public housing (through the Boys 
and Girls Club). These programs should be periodically reviewed to determine if they meet “best practices” designs that 
promote academic and behavior improvement strategies. Program offerings should be coordinated with prevention pro-
grams offered by Community Attention. Foundations such as the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (the City has been 
a RWJ grantee) can help assist “best practice” assessments.

The City is staffed very lean for maintenance of facilities and grounds (including school properties). To make the best use 
of personnel, maintenance of small area grounds, litter pick up and leaf collection could be augmented through the use 
of “work for earlier release programs” through the regional jail, community corrections, and juvenile community service 
programs. These programs are used to lower incarceration costs and provide effective maintenance support throughout 
the Commonwealth. The City can begin by funding some experimental pilot efforts that are patterned by successful 
programs in other localities.
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The City has made an extensive effort to promote wellness on a community-wide basis. The City should continue to 
explore its wellness programming in peer communities that are leaders in wellness. The expansion of the City trails sys-
tem and the need to add more fitness programs for seniors are “musts” for the future.

The City has a first class municipal golf course (Meadow Creek) that is self-supporting and challenging to competi-
tive golfers. This facility (which is heavily used by seniors and youth) is a “First Tee” designated course supported by the 
Charlottesville First Tee chapter (Phillip Seay, chapter president).
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Infrastructure and Transportation
Administration
A review of the on-call/call back policy within Public Works revealed a managed approach to providing 24/7 after-hours 
responses for public works operations. Generally, the City utilizes an on-call crew for gas utility response (1 primary 
and 3 crew members), a cross-trained on-call crew for water and sewer response (1 primary and 3 crew members), an 
on-call crew for streets and sidewalks (2 crew members) and an on-call individual for traffic. For after hours calls related 
to gas and water/sewer, the primary employee provides an initial response to investigate the call and assess the need for 
additional resources. In all cases, on-call employees are paid a reduced rate for being on-call and, if responding, are paid 
for time spent with a minimum of two hours. On-call employees are not eligible for 1 ½ overtime pay unless and until 
they exceed 80 hours worked within the pay period.

A review of absenteeism and use of sick leave revealed that it is the practice of the department to allow up to 80 hours 
of sick leave utilization per employee per year without formal documentation from a physician regarding the reason for 
the absence. Employees exceeding 80 hours sick leave used are placed on restriction.

The department participates in a citywide quarterly review of worker compensation claims. Following the review, changes 
made be made to improve worker safety and reduce the likelihood of injury and lost time. A formal light-duty policy 
does not exist for the organization. Consequently, there are circumstances in which a Public Works employee may be 
eligible for light duty but is not placed on light duty because there are no specific light duty jobs identified within the 
department.

It is recommended that the City should establish a formal, comprehensive light duty policy in an effort to return 
employees to productive work as soon as possible. A comprehensive light duty policy would identify a wide range of 
meaningful tasks across all City departments to increase the potential for placing back in productive service an employee 
whose work activity has been necessarily restricted.

The City is presently missing an opportunity to utilize inmate labor from the regional jail. The Sheriff has re-insti-
tuted an inmate workforce program and the City will soon be eligible for an inmate crew on a rotating basis with 
Albemarle County and Nelson County. The rotation will enable the City to receive a crew of 4 to 8 inmates for four 
consecutive days about every seven days. These services are available to the City at no charge as a member of the 
regional jail. A limited work release program pilot was started last fall (November 2008) and was  underwritten by 
a private citizen. 

It is recommended that as this program evolves, the City should explore the opportunity to increase jail staff 
capacity specifically to support one or more full-time inmate labor crews to the City. Such a program can reduce the 
current reliance on part time, seasonal and/or contract labor and can provide additional cost-effective labor resources to 
enable the City to undertake labor-intensive tasks for which it does not presently have capacity.

It is noted that Public Works maintains a separate dispatch operation that receives calls and dispatches response resources 
on a 24/7 basis. These dispatch services are provided for the gas, water, sewer and public service operations. It should be 
noted that the State Corporation Commission requires the City to maintain a 24/7-dispatch center for gas operations 
separate from public safety dispatch operations.

Facilities Management And Maintenance/HVAC Services
The City and Schools collaborate to provide a variety of services related to facilities and grounds maintenance, HVAC 
maintenance, construction management and administration, fleet maintenance, and pupil transportation. It is noted that 
direct and indirect costs associated with the core facilities and fleet maintenance services are included in the annual City 
budget for the Department of Public Works. Additionally, it is noted that the Department of Public Works provides 
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project management and construction administration services for City and school capital projects and that the costs for 
these services are not included in the annual budget. 

It is recommended that the City determine the proportionate amount of direct and indirect costs attributable to 
services performed in behalf of the school in order to reflect accurately these costs associated with providing K-12 
education.

School facilities are community assets that serve K-12 education and also are utilized by the City’s Parks and Recreation 
department for sports and leisure programs as well as by community groups for a variety of purposes. It is noted that rent 
paid for night and weekend use of school facilities is received by the individual school even though the costs associated 
with the use of the facility are borne by the Department of Public Works. All school facilities are utilized during the 
summer for Summer School programs and activities.

It is recommended that the City continue to explore opportunities with Schools to consolidate Summer School 
programs to minimize the facilities that are in use. The DPW has already initiated a process to evaluate the use of 
school facilities in the summer to lower the number of facilities that are in use (effective FY 2010). Consolidation 
reduces overall operating costs for facility use and makes it easier and less costly for general maintenance of the school 
facilities that are not in use during the summer. By rotating the facilities that are placed in summer use, the City can 
schedule and perform regular maintenance of school facilities not in use without having to work around and/or disrupt 
students and teachers.

It is noted that HVAC control is generally centralized for all school buildings and that a project centralizing HVAC con-
trol in all City buildings in presently in progress. The centralized control of HVAC systems in City buildings and school 
buildings creates efficiencies in the monitoring of HVAC performance, effective and efficient regulation of temperature, 
and management of preventative maintenance activities. It is also noted that the City has a position dedicated to pre-
ventative maintenance of HVAC systems that this position is presently vacant. It should be noted that school facilities 
are periodically leased out on weekends and holidays. Schools retain the rental income despite the fact that the City is 
expending funds to support such leasing. It is recommended that DPW recover these costs from Schools.

The Department of Public Works utilizes contract services for the “commissioning” of HVAC systems, as well as for 
some general custodial and maintenance work supplemental to City services including painting and carpet cleaning. In 
evaluating the need for contract services DPW staff consider several factors including the complexity of the work and 
skill level required, volume of work to be performed, cost effectiveness of the use of non-City labor, the availability of 
suitable City employees for the task, and performance consequences regarding other work priorities. 

Garbage Collection
The City contracts with an outside vendor to provide weekly curbside garbage collection to customers on a fee for service 
basis. Customers provide their own containers and purchase a sticker to represent the equivalent of a 32-gallon container. 
Customers may purchase up to 3 stickers, representing up to a 96-gallon container. In addition to contracted services 
for regular trash pick-up, the City also provides daily garbage collection in the downtown area based on the number of 
daily pickups requested (“pickups” times residential daily rate). The City does not provide garbage collection services to 
City Schools. The City does not participate in any collection involving dumpsters or other similar large containers. The 
fees charged to customers to participate in City-contracted garbage collection services do not cover the cost of garbage 
collection and disposal.

It is recommended that the City explore the opportunity to operate regular garbage collection and disposal ser-
vices as a fee supported enterprise. This would require that fee revenue be sufficient to cover all cost associated 
with garbage collection and disposal.
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Recycling
The City contracts separately with a vendor to provide for the weekly curbside collection of recyclable materials. 
Recycling services are provided without charge to all City citizens whether or not they utilize the City-contracted gar-
bage collection service. It is recommended that the City stop funding drop-off centers because it offers the curbside 
program.

Bulk Refuse Collection
The City provides for bulk refuse collection on a demand, fee-for-service basis to all City residents for the flat rate of $25. 
A review of this service reveals clearly that there is no relationship between the fee charged for the bulk refuse collection 
and the cost associated with providing this service. It is a regular practice among residents to collaborate on bulk refuse 
pick-up. In such instances, neighbors accumulate a large volume of bulk refuse items, schedule one pick-up for all items, 
and share in the $25 cost. While the availability of low cost bulk refuse collection services encourages the disposal of 
large garbage items and may reduce the accumulation of debris, it would be valuable to reconcile the difference between 
the actual cost to provide the service and the revenue generated by the fees charged.

It is recommended that the City evaluate the financial position of the bulk refuse collection program to determine 
the gap between service costs and fee revenue. With the information, the City can better discuss the merits of a 
tax subsidy of this fee-based service. 

Regional Recycling
The City participates in a regional solid waste/recycling program with the Rivanna Solid Waste Authority to include a 
recycling drop-off center, household hazardous waste collection and bulk paper recycling. It is noted that the recycling 
drop-off center is in addition to curbside recycling that is provided presently to all City residents on a weekly basis. On 
its face, it is evident that the recycling drop-off center is unnecessary in that it is a duplicate service. It is understood, 
however, that the City’s participation in the recycling drop-off center is commingled with other valuable solid waste 
related services. The City will need to change its service agreement to curtail expenses for the drop-off center. 

Ivy Landfill
Through the Rivanna Solid Waste Authority, the City participates in specific post-closure remediation and ongoing 
post-closure monitoring requirements for the Ivy Landfill. The City’s costs associated with post-closure activity are 
largely attributable to standards established by and enforced by the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality. 
Pre-funding landfill closure and post-closure liability is a fiscally responsible mechanism for limiting future financial 
exposure that re-enforces the City’s exceptional credit position. 

It is recommended that the City should consider its opportunity to pre-fund current and likely future landfill post-
closure liability. 

Fleet Management
The City Fleet Management office maintains both large and small vehicles (685 vehicles and pieces of equipment) for 
the City and Schools. The City uses SAP software to manage, maintain, and keep track of all city and schools vehicles. 
The City should be commended for making deliberate efforts to improve its fleet to be more efficient with use of hybrids 
and use of “green” fuel choices when and where possible. In FY 2009 the City budgeted $2.5 million for equipment 
replacement expenses. 

Street Lights
The City maintains at least five different street light systems and fixtures. Accordingly, the Department of Public Works 
manages a significant inventory of parts specific to each system in order to expedite repair and maintenance. This 
increases the cost of street light maintenance generally. 
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It is recommended that the City strike a balance between architectural variety and maintenance efficiency. In 
doing do, the City can establish a standard for one or more street light systems and fixtures in an effort to limit parts 
inventory and develop operational efficiencies. At a minimum, the City should restrict the addition of new street systems 
and fixtures. 

Streets and Sidewalks
The City does an excellent job maintaining sidewalks and has an on-going (and funded) sidewalk replacement program. 
The cleanliness of sidewalks, right-of-ways, and streets reflects an aggressive well-coordinated maintenance program.

Street repairs are made by City forces using a standard 6-person crew consisting of a crew supervisor, equipment opera-
tor, and 4 maintenance workers (provisioned by dump truck, backhoe, roller, and pickup truck). This crew size allows for 
tasks to be completed and the efficient use of manpower (1 or 2 workers do traffic control). DPW management indicates 
that additional maintenance workers are needed for street repairs.

The City has an on-going street maintenance and repair schedule that includes a citywide assessment of all streets that is 
conducted in February and March. The City SAP system does an excellent job of documenting street maintenance costs. 
Last year the City exceeded the VDOT annual maintenance award by $1 million. The City’s legislative agenda should 
regularly remind members of the General Assembly of this maintenance shortfall. 

Leaf Collection
The City provides both leaf bag and leaf vacuum services citywide on a zone basis. The collected leaves find there way to 
an area farm where they are recycled. Cities throughout the country are finding that they cannot afford to continue costly 
vacuum services without some form of revenue support to offset costs. The typical house vacuum service in Virginia costs 
over $250/visit. The City uses its own equipment and a 4-man crew for vacuum service. Roughly half of the volume is 
picked up through the vacuum service. It is recommended that the City begin charging for vacuum service to promote 
the more efficient bag service.

Storm Water
It is noted that the City allocates $503,506 annually for storm water maintenance operations and $275,000 for drainage 
capital improvements annually. Increasingly, local governments are finding it difficult to afford the cost of a compre-
hensive storm water maintenance and capital improvement program within the general operating fund and are, instead, 
establishing storm water utilities in which the costs associated with storm water are funded by systems. The City has 
upgraded all of it catch basins for City related properties. City staff has presented a storm water utility proposal for 
Council consideration ( January 2009) that provides fees for commercial and residential homeowners based on impervi-
ous square feet. The City can use its GIS system to calculate the values necessary to calculate impervious square feet. 
Some localities have opted to dedicate real estate tax revenues to this expense. Fairfax County (VA) dedicates 2 cents 
of its tax rate to storm water maintenance. The City does ongoing testing of its storm water (295 storm water outfalls) 
because it is included in the Chesapeake Bay watershed. In Chesterfield County (VA) levels of phosphate are limited 
and tested in streams as a way to protect the watersheds and ground water.

Public Works: Transit/Jaunt
Transit
The City provides a fixed route public bus service (Charlottesville Transit System: “CTS”) that operates 6 days a week 
(excepting Sunday) from 6 a.m. until midnight. Fares, City, State, and Federal funds support the system. Under an agree-
ment with UVA students ride for free on routes that run through the UVA campus to downtown. CTS also provide 
transit services under contract with Albemarle County.
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CTS buses are attractive and well maintained. The CTS fleet consists of 38 large vehicles. CTS replaced 9 vehicles in 
2009 and will need to replace 29 large vehicles over the next 5 years. Ridership has remained steady and has slightly 
grown over the past year. Ridership data is presented below:

Fiscal Year CTS Jaunt

2007 78,171 33,962

2008 78,511 31,698

2009 (6 months) 39,714 15,557

Transit systems are very sensitive to the cost of fuel both from an operational and use standpoint. As gas prices rise 
system costs escalate and new riders begin using the system. Ridership can be largely influenced by route structure and 
frequency of runs. The City has added new routes to improve ridership and has extended new routes to Albemarle. The 
City has done an excellent job marketing CTS and building state of the art transit facilities such as the Downtown Mall 
Transit Center.

Citizens have expressed interest in the City forming a regional authority to own and manage CTS. The City has made 
significant investments in CTS including the transit center and the local match component of buses, communications 
and management systems. Any consideration of forming an authority would need to consider the City’s equity in these 
investments.

Jaunt
The City contracts with a regional transit provider ( Jaunt) that serves disabled adults and children. The City is mandated 
to provide this service through its acceptance and use of federal mass transit funds (CTS). Under the federal law, the 
City can only charge twice the going fare box rate of its transit system ($1.50/trip) for Jaunt services. Eligibility for Jaunt 
is determined by CTS at its transit center at the downtown mall. Adults (less than 60 years old) represent 60 percent of 
the customers followed by 28 percent seniors and 7 percent children. Over the past 10 years Jaunt ridership has remained 
fairly level. During FY 2008 Jaunt ridership totaled 110,209 trips. Weekend ridership has increased 20 percent from 
the previous year. Dispatching is by telephone and/or Internet using the “Trapeze” software system (also used by Fairfax 
County). Repeat trips comprise 60 percent of the trip volume. 

Use of Jaunt services has been very beneficial to the City because Jaunt accesses both federal urban and rural transpor-
tation funds. Jaunt also provides transportation to the City’s human services providers under separate contracts. In FY 
2008 Jaunt services for the City totaled $1.5 million (City share was $758,000) with $732,000 coming from fare and 
federal revenues.

If the City elects to go to a “free service” for CTS, it will have offer Jaunt at no cost (and thus lose the $345,000 of fare 
box revenue).

Public Works: Utilities 
The City operates distribution/collection and billing systems that support its water, wastewater, and gas utilities. The 
gas utility also provides services to Albemarle County. The water and wastewater utility plant operations are owned and 
operated by the Rivanna Water and Sewer Authority (RWSA).

The City installs, maintains, and repairs all mains (185 miles), water main valves (2,800), fire hydrants (900) and meters 
in the City. Consumer information on all utility issues and facts is readily available on the City’s web site. The water qual-
ity is excellent and exceeds all federal/state regulatory requirements. The major strategic issue facing the water system 
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is providing for the next 50-year supply needs of the metro area (which falls under the decision making of the RWSA). 
The region has reached a consensus on one plan to raise the dam at the Ragged Mountain Reservoir.

The City maintains 185 miles of waste water lines and 5,000 manholes. Wastewater is sent to the RWSA’s Moore’s 
Creek Treatment Plant.

The City operates a 17,000-customer gas distribution utility that serves the City and Albemarle County.

Utilities have regularly upgraded their equipment and technology and are extremely responsive to customer needs. 
Maintenance crew size (3) promotes efficient use of staff and resources. Utilities are a statewide leader in promoting 
conservation by using customer incentives.
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Public Safety And Justice 
City Sheriff
The Sheriff is budgeted with 9 full-time positions and the elected position of Sheriff (all are City employees). Two part-
time positions provide security screening for the Courthouse. Of the 9 deputies, 2 are assigned to civil process services; 
5 are assigned to court security; and 1 is assigned to transportation (includes extraditions and mental detention orders). 
A captain and sergeant are included in court security that manage and supervise all of the deputies.

The Circuit and General District Courts of the City handle a high caseload of work, similar to that of Albemarle’s courts. 
The Circuit Courthouse was constructed in 1983 and should be expanded to add a second courtroom some time in the 
next 5 years based on caseload growth. The City could request the use of the second Albemarle courtroom, which is close 
to the City Circuit Courthouse.

Both courthouses will need some security upgrades to bring them up to modern standards required for security and 
counter-terrorism standards. These include separate secure parking for judges, surveillance exterior cameras for the 
General District Court and entrance street barriers for both facilities.

Unlike the Albemarle County Sheriff, the City Sheriff serves a number of trespass notices to address the needs of single 
person households in financially challenged areas of the City. The Sheriff also (by code) must handle unclaimed bodies 
(which can be a very time consuming task because of estate issues) with the financial help of City Social Services.

The Sheriff ’s department is active in the area Triad organization that reaches out to City seniors who live alone and need 
assistance. Several persons devote time and attention to this at-risk population.

The Sheriff ’s deputies (along with the City police officers) assist in traffic management needs of UVA sporting and 
entertainment events.

Any consideration to combining the City Sheriff ’s department with the Albemarle County department would need 
to evaluate the City’s criminal justice needs (volume and number of jury trials), the need for a higher level of personal 
attention given to citizens (victims, families), and the high level of customer service given to residents (especially for 
poor and aged).

Commonwealth’s Attorney/ and Contributions to Programs Promoting Public Safety and Justice, 
Courts and Other Support Services
The Commonwealth’s Attorney office is supported by 10 positions of which 6 are assistant commonwealth attorneys. 
One attorney is assigned to General District Court, one to Juvenile Court, one to Family Treatment Court and the 
remaining three to the Circuit Court. Due to the high workload the elected Commonwealth’s Attorney spends 80 per-
cent of his time on Circuit Court cases. 

Individuals with major substance abuse violations largely drive the caseload of this office. Crack-cocaine is the drug of 
choice. To adjudicate and address illicit drug use, community criminal justice service programs have been established to 
create alternative sentencing choices for the offending population. They are some of the best adult treatment programs 
in the Commonwealth and use outcome measures to gauge success. The City’s incarceration rates are consistent with the 
need to sentence repeat offenders who are not successful in alternative programs.

It is recommended that the City’s Criminal Justice Board conduct a long-term criminal justice population study 
to assess how the juvenile and adult programs have worked with offenders who have accessed City juvenile and 
adult programs. By understanding the long term needs of the offending population, existing programs can be 
modified or improved.
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The on-going juvenile caseload averages 200/year with at least 50 cases considered major in terms of offense type. As 
noted under Community Attention, the City provides a variety of alternative programs to serve this population. In the 
future, once the efficacy of juvenile drug courts has been proven, the City could offer it as the treatment program 
of last resort.

All of the area’s criminal justice officials advocate for an expansion of the regional jail because of overcrowding. The exist-
ing facility and staff are well regarded and operate an efficient set of programs. To reduce length of stay it is strongly 
recommended that the City consider work release programs that allow supervised inmates to supplement City 
forces in maintenance and litter pick-up programs. 

Fire Department
The Charlottesville Fire Department was established in 1856 and received accreditation status from the Commission 
on Fire Accreditation International in 2001. The mission adopted by the Fire Department is “to responsibly protect 
our community. We do this by protecting life, property and community resources through preparation, prevention, and 
response, mitigation. We will be kind, helpful and courteous while performing these services.”

The Fire Department is a combination career/volunteer department of 90 career paid personnel supported by approxi-
mately 25 active volunteers of the Charlottesville Volunteer Company. The department uses the “California plan” shift 
schedule, which is the most widely used schedule throughout the country. The schedule provides for three shifts, and 
firefighters work a 56-hour week.

The department personnel include one chief, one deputy chief, eight battalion chiefs, 18 captains, 59 firefighters and 
three civilian personnel. Currently, two battalion chiefs are assigned to each shift. The fire marshal and training officer 
also hold the rank of battalion chief. The department employs a fire mechanic, and one administrative assistant provides 
administrative support for the entire department. The department since 2005 has added no new positions.

The department comprises three stations strategically located throughout the City, with a fire suppression staff that is 
equally divided into three platoons that work three 24-hour shifts over a five-day period. Daily operations are under-
taken with five staffed engine companies, a ladder company and at least one battalion chief. There are two engines 
and one aerial truck in reserve and a hazardous materials response vehicle stocked with equipment and materials for a 
technician-level response. Services provided include fire suppression, basic and advanced emergency medical services 
(EMS), rescue services, hazardous material responses, fire prevention and education, public services and emergency 
management services.

The Charlottesville Fire Department is currently licensed as an advanced life support (ALS) transport agency and pro-
vides the community with emergency medical services in primarily a first-responder role. All fire suppression personnel 
are required to have a minimum certification level of emergency medical technician-basic (EMT-B), and each of the 
department’s three shifts is assigned ALS-certified personnel. Fire department units are simultaneously dispatched 
with a volunteer ambulance, per community dispatch protocol. Although the Charlottesville-Albemarle Rescue Squad 
handles transport of patients, the Charlottesville Fire Department personnel who are dispatched to the scene are often 
called upon to serve as ambulance drivers, attendants and ALS providers.

A regional Emergency Communications Center (ECC) that serves the City of Charlottesville, Albemarle County and 
the University of Virginia provides communications for the Charlottesville Fire Department. Funding for the ECC is 
based on the volume of calls by jurisdiction. An Administrative Board that includes the chief administrative officer, fire 
chief and police chief from the respective agencies manages the Emergency Communications Center. Recent statistics 
provided by the Emergency Communications Center reveal that the department’s response time goal of six minutes or 
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less for priority incidents in the City of Charlottesville and the University of Virginia is currently being met at the 80th 
percentile.

The City of Charlottesville presently has contractual Fire and EMS mutual aid agreement with Albemarle County, 
the University of Virginia, the Charlottesville-Albemarle Rescue Squad and the Charlottesville-Albemarle Airport. 
This allows for an effective application of services in a way that provides closest unit response regardless of locality and 
provides the means for reciprocal services in the most efficient and effective manner. These services include a regional 
approach to fire, EMS and hazardous materials emergency responses. The local Emergency Operations Plan among the 
City, County and UVA provide the local community with a joint emergency response plan that combines the resources 
of the three jurisdictions for plan, response, mitigation and recovery from emergency incidents. 

The department maintains three fire stations: a headquarters station housing Administration, Operations, Prevention, 
Public Education, Training, EMS, apparatus and the fire mechanic’s shop. Fire Station 1 houses two engine companies 
and Station 10 houses an engine company. The City’s current Capital Improvement Plan includes budget amounts 
for upgrading headquarters and Station 1 and the relocation and construction of Station 10 to property owned by the 
University of Virginia. The current Station 10 facility is a temporary structure built in 1993. It includes a mobile home 
to house departmental personnel and a Quonset hut to house the engines.

Public safety education is a central focus of the department. A program administrator coordinates programs, services and 
events. Fire Prevention Week in October is the largest public education event when the department visits all elementary 
schools, designs public service announcements and conducts open houses at the fire stations with exhibits, games and 
information on fire prevention. Safety programs are directed toward school age children, as well as adults, with particular 
focus on the elderly.

The Fire Prevention Division of the department is under the City fire marshal. This division is responsible for fire inves-
tigations, City fire code enforcement, plan reviews and fire safety inspections. 

It is recommended that fire safety and prevention programs use the Web site to market and promote prevention 
efforts. A questions/answers opportunity can allow residents to become better informed through the fire mar-
shal’s office.

Training is a critical function within the Fire Department. The battalion chief in charge of training is responsible for 
developing and coordinating training programs; acquiring and making available information, training systems and mate-
rials; and creating, documenting and maintaining training records. 

In cooperation with the University of Virginia and Albemarle County, the department has developed a Hazardous 
Materials Response program. Initial equipment was acquired through a grant with the initial training was provided by 
the Environmental Protection Agency. Teams of 20 firefighters on all three shifts have received specialized training. 
These members also are the day-to-day resource for HAZMAT inquiries. They monitor the equipment and perform 
routine maintenance on the HAZMAT equipment as needed.

It is strongly recommend that the department undertake a detailed cost study to validate the cost of services to 
UVA based on fire alarm call volume and service requests. Furthermore, a formula that bases costs on actual level 
activity and service volume should be implemented.

Police Department 
The mission of the Charlottesville Police Department is to “provide the citizens of the City of Charlottesville with 
a modern and professional police department, which will protect life and property; preserve law and order; enforce 
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criminal, traffic and regulatory laws; and provide essential public safety services to the community.” The department was 
accredited by the Virginia Law Enforcement Professional Standards Commission in 2000 and reaccredited in 2004 and 
again in September 2008.

In 2007, the agency reported 2,262 Part I offenses. Through December 2008, there has been a 11 percent reduction in 
Part I violent crimes and a 1 percent increase in Part 1 property crimes.

The department has an authorized strength of 117 sworn personnel and 29 civilian personnel, all under command of 
Police Chief Timothy Longo. The national average for sworn positions is 2.4 per thousand population. Charlottesville 
by this measure exceeds by 21 positions. The department does not have the position of deputy chief. The command staff 
consists of two captains who supervise the Field Services division and the Support Services Division. Based on the 
nature of offenses and the need to respond to the drug problem facing the City (juveniles and young adults) the staffing 
strength of the department is more than justified.

The Field Services Division is the major line element of the Charlottesville Police Department and consists of the Patrol 
Bureau, SWAT team, K-9 unit and Crisis Negotiation Team. The Patrol Bureau is the largest division in the depart-
ment. The bureau consists of three lieutenants, nine sergeants, 60 patrol officers and two civilian employees. It is divided 
into three 10-hour work shifts, each commanded by a lieutenant who reports directly to the Field Operations Division 
commander.

Each patrol shift has a designated allocation of patrol officers based upon workload levels and staffing needs. The day 
shift has 20 officers; the evening shift has 24 officers; and the midnight shift has an allocation of 16 officers. Each shift 
has three assigned sergeants to provide for continuous supervision. Patrol officers are assigned to eight distinct districts 
that are strategically arranged to provide the most effective and efficient police presence and response.

The uniformed officers patrol the City with walking beats, radio cars, motorcycles, mountain bikes and trail bikes. These 
officers are the department’s front line of community policing and are currently required to be out of their vehicles for 
two hours of a 10-hour shift.

The Field Operations Division’s special units consist of the SWAT team, crisis negotiators, K-9 officers and bicycle 
officers. The SWAT team works and trains in concert with the Crisis Negotiations Team to make up the department’s 
response to incidents that require specialized personnel. The agency has two K-9 units capable of patrol walk and narcot-
ics detection. Also, the agency has four motorcycles used for traffic enforcement and escort detail.

The Support Services Division of the Charlottesville Police Department consists of the General Investigations Bureau, 
Neighborhood Services Bureau (Community Policing, School Resource Unit, Traffic Unit and Animal Control) and 
Jefferson Area Drug Enforcement ( JADE) Task Force (Vice/Narcotics). 

The General Investigations Bureau consists of one lieutenant, two sergeants and 10 detectives. The bureau’s major 
responsibility is investigating major crimes that occur in the City.

The Forensics Unit is a sub-component of the General Investigations Bureau and includes one sergeant, one detec-
tive and two civilian employees. In addition, numerous members of the Patrol Bureau have received advanced forensic 
training and are identified as evidence technicians. The Forensic Unit is responsible for the documentation, collection, 
preservation and transportation of all physical evidence collected by members of the Charlottesville Police Department 
and officers assigned to the Jefferson Area Drug Enforcement ( JADE) Task Force. Also, this unit is responsible for the 
safekeeping of non-evidentiary property that is acquired by the department through enforcement activity and public 
services.
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The Neighborhood Services Bureau consists of the Crime Prevention Unit, School Resources Officers Unit and Traffic 
Unit. These units are major components of the City’s community policing effort and are each supervised by a sergeant 
and include sworn and civilian personnel.

The Crime Prevention Unit is one of the key components in the City’s successful community policing effort. This unit 
develops partnerships within the community and uses a proactive approach to address policing issues. Also, they use 
vehicles, foot patrol and bicycle patrol to perform their duties.

The School Resources Officers Unit is responsible for maintaining a close liaison with the youth, parents and schools 
of the City of Charlottesville. Activities include teaching about crime awareness and drug resistance, arranging guest 
speakers and conducting demonstrations on topics related to law enforcement. In addition, this unit provides counsel-
ing to students and advises school administration on matters pertaining to the handling of juveniles, police procedures 
and the criminal and juvenile justice systems. It also provides security in the schools as needed. If the City decides to 
coordinate City, community, and School prevention programs in a case management approach, School Resource 
Officers will need to be an integral part of the service team in middle and high school by changing their work tasks 
to be more than school security-oriented.

The Traffic Unit provides specialized support in the areas of traffic enforcement, traffic control and accident investiga-
tion. Traffic Unit responsibilities include investigating fatal accidents, conducting follow-up hit-and-run investigations, 
reviewing accident reports, maintaining traffic accident statistics, conducting selective enforcement activities, developing 
traffic safety programs, acting as a liaison with City traffic engineers, providing traffic direction, resolving citizen com-
plaints concerning traffic problems, providing traffic control for special events, carrying out parking enforcement, ensur-
ing school crossing safety and providing animal control services. It is recommended that the department undertake a 
cost study to determine whether it is recovering the true costs (to include prorated benefit costs) of traffic control 
and security for UVA athletic and special events. These events are fee supported and should factor in policing costs 
to allow the City to be fully reimbursed.

The Administrative Services Bureau coordinates and oversees financial planning, management of the expense and capi-
tal budgets, procurement of goods and services, maintenance of facilities, payment of bills, payroll processing, con-
tracts, management of grants, technology, crimes analysis, records management, recruiting and hiring, staff development, 
accreditation and Internal Affairs-related matters.

Based on citizen comments it is recommended that the City reevaluate and review the current practices of the 
take home car program to be sure the program enhances crime deterrence and avoids commuting uses outside 
the City.

The JADE Task Force is a regional narcotics task force commanded by a City of Charlottesville Police lieutenant. This 
multi-jurisdictional group is composed of members from the Charlottesville, Albemarle County, University of Virginia 
and Virginia State Police departments. JADE is governed by a Command Group consisting of chiefs of police from 
Charlottesville, Albemarle and the University of Virginia and a supervisor from the Virginia State Police Bureau of 
Criminal Investigation. Additional funding to this task force is strongly recommended.
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School Operations 
Based on the Auditor of Public Accounts Per Capita Expenditure data, Charlottesville’s School operations rank “aver-
age” (17 of 39) among Virginia’s cities. Over the last decade the City’s population has remained static, as has the schools’ 
average daily membership. The City’s school general fund contribution has continued to increase, in part reflecting the 
cost of living impact on wages and expenses. The City’s local contribution to schools represents 31 percent of the School’s 
operating budget; however, when considering City/School contracted services, indirect services and debt services, the 
support is much higher. The City’s support amount can also be increased if support of community based pre-school and 
after school programs are added to the total. This is not to say that the City is not receiving its value return on its school 
related “investments”. The City has a high percentage of kids who are needy (ESEA Title 1 eligible) and at-risk, which 
requires more programming and lower teacher to student ratios. Determining the right amount of general fund support 
to schools is a tricky calculation. The current methodology, which is based on property tax growth, does not factor in 
performance or how many students are actually served. The nuances of the housing cycle do not have a large bearing on 
what is “fair” to either the Schools or City when considering support to local education. It is strongly recommended 
that the City and Schools staff develop a balanced approach that considers both tax capacity and school program-
ming needs and undertake a review of funding formula. The taxpayer will want a more accountable approach that can 
assure citizens that effectiveness and performance are also considered.

It is recommended that the City Council and School Board meet annually for a performance review of how well 
Schools and City services are performing with the school age population. This meeting would consider third-party 
reviews as well as “best practices” reports on all programming so that a report card could assess performance and effec-
tiveness. Because the magnitude of the service is great certain services could be reviewed annually, biannually, or tri-
annually. Asking educational foundations such as the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation or the Fordham Foundation to 
look at “neediest children” programming is strongly suggested. Use of the Education schools of UVA and VCU is also 
recommended. 
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The appendix includes a summary of Virginia’s success with serving needy children undertaken by the Fordham 
Foundation.

Based on the results of the Standards of Learning tests, the City and Schools’ preschool and elementary education efforts 
have been extremely successful. The only “lag” occurs in reading scores, due to the limited non-English-speaking popula-
tion and the at-risk population.

The challenge for City Schools starts at middle school, when test results lag behind Albemarle and statewide averages. 
At the same time City data show downward trends in extra-curricular and sports program enrollment and corresponding 
increases in school suspensions. It is during the middle school years that parental supervision and involvement is critical. 
Only 42 per cent of City school age children are living with both parents. Assuming that most single parents must work 
to support their family, parental time to encourage and mentor children is lacking. The need for after school programs 
becomes self-evident. Further study of the declining trend in extracurricular and sports activities should be undertaken. 
Studies have shown that active children avoid delinquency, have higher self-esteem and have better health outcomes. 
There is a need to improve the testing scores of all middle school students to close the large gap between suburban and 
statewide averages. The City and school system are challenged by some harsh facts: 63 percent of City school kids receive 
free or reduced-price lunch; and 32 per cent of City children to not go to City public schools. These facts spell a need to 
continue and improve special community programs targeted at middle school students.

Only 63 percent of ninth graders go on to graduate from high school. What happens to the 37 per cent who do not 
graduate represents a huge problem and challenge to the City. Obviously, vocational-technical and trades education 
opportunities need to be reevaluated, as well as prevention programs that address truancy, and placement in alternative 
education programs. The City, community agencies and the School system also should re-examine the needs of the 
School’s alternative programs. 
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City/School Contracted Services
The City and Schools deserve both recognition and commendation for consolidating of facility, grounds, and fleet 
management. Opportunities exist to consolidate financial services (accounting/purchasing), internal audit, risk manage-
ment, information technology, and central mail. Consolidating functions lowers overhead and allows services to more 
efficient.

The budget indicates that $5.9 million is currently spent on services to schools. This number appears to understate the 
total cost of these services. It is recommended that all costs be considered (including indirect) to accurately reflect 
expenditures for Schools.

The appendix includes an article that discusses issues of consolidated services between local government and schools.
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Capital Improvement Program  
FY 2009-2013 Capital Improvement Program
The City’s CIP provides a significant amount of funding directed to refurbishing and reconstructing existing City facili-
ties and assets. Some municipalities use their CIP as a major part their economic development strategies by placing 
priorities on projects that have a high return on investment. 

The largest single category of reinvestment is allocated for Parks and Recreation. Most of the parks and recreation 
expenses are dedicated to replacing 2 municipal pools. Fees charged to swimming pool users do not recover the capital 
costs of the facilities and only partially offset operating expenses. It would be useful to undertake a market study of the 
demand for indoor pools by City residents (to determine how much each pool is used hour by hour). Pools are costly to 
construct, maintain and operate. Based on population alone, one large indoor municipal pool is justified. Any additional 
pools should be owned and operated by a nonprofit such as the YMCA.

Funds budgeted for Transportation and Access are providing the funding for the reconstruction of the downtown 
pedestrian mall and for street reconstruction. These projects will produce other reinvestments and attract developers who 
can take advantage of the refurbished assets. One issue that residents cite is congestion, especially on Main Street and 
other major thorofares. In the long run the City will need to develop a long-term strategy to ameliorate this issue if new 
mixed-use developments are constructed on Main, Preston, and Cherry.

Funds for Public Safety and Justice are primarily devoted to replacement fire stations. It should be noted that funding 
to expand the regional jail appears necessary due to overcrowding.

The City staff has done an excellent job both with energy efficiency and “green” initiatives as they relate to City facilities 
and schools. An existing capital plant assessment practice is in place to forecast and assess the repair and rehabilitation 
needs of all of the City’s buildings, roads and bridges.

The City has a sound and deliberate capital project program process. The next step in its evolution is to link future eco-
nomic development areas with City reinvestments to promote and attract private investment and affordable housing. 
Although the City does have an economic development initiatives fund, it could consider constructing replace-
ment facilities in future mixed use development as a “seeding” technique. For example, the City of Alexandria 
rebuilt its court facilities on King Street and built retail space on the frontage to attract private tenants. This strat-
egy could be used on Main and Preston. Funding affordable housing projects in the CIP can also be used (to help 
foster City affordable housing goals) by investing in mixed-use projects in key development areas.
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Other Funds
Retirement and Retirement Health Care
The current retirement rates (assuming they increase as they have historically shown) are not sustainable in the long run. 
The rates, 26 percent for non-public safety employees and 33 percent for public safety, represent a large burden for each 
full time position. Roughly half of these rates can be attributed to retirement health care. The retirement plan is a defined 
benefit plan that can be very costly viewing the current investment environment. The City has taken steps to provide a 
defined contribution plan option that is one-third of the cost of the defined benefit plan.

It is recommended that the City close the retiree health care benefits plan to new employees and strengthen the 
vesting standards for some of the employees who will receive benefits under this plan. Full retirement health care 
benefits should be made available to employees who have worked 25 years or more with the City. Currently the City 
prorates health care benefits to employees who were hired after December 3, 2002. Employees who were hired before 
December 3, 2002 and who work less than 25 years but no less than 10 would receive a pro-rated benefit until they reach 
25 years of service.

All new employees could be eligible to establish a health savings account (“HASA”), which would receive an annual 
contribution from the City that could be capped and funded from the operating fund (rather than the retirement fund). 
Another alternative is for the City to terminate the retirement health care plan and use its savings to fund HSA accounts 
for existing employees. Both of these options would save current and future retirement benefit costs.

Health club benefits for current and retired employees currently cost $30/month. It is recommended that all partici-
pants provide a co-pay amount of $10/month to share in the cost.

 The City’s Defined Benefit Retirement Plan is in excellent financial shape but will sustain significant financial losses 
due to the current financial climate. The City will need to monitor this situation carefully in the immediate future. The 
City’s option of a defined contribution plan may need to be expanded if the City decides to close the Defined Benefit 
plan (which will substantially reduce future pension liabilities).

Risk Management Fund 
As discussed in the comments dealing with Risk Management, the City should expand and improve the role of risk 
management programs through out the City. Instead of paying consultants to run workers compensation, the City 
should administer the program internally to improve visibility across all departments. The City should also consider 
bidding coverage with other local government consortiums such as State’s Trust.

Debt Service Fund
The City’s debt service ratios are both conservative and low. This is a result of establishing sound policies coupled with 
short durations on issued bonds. As noted earlier, it is recommended that the City avoid issuing leases on rolling stock 
(Police Cars, Fire Brush Trucks) and regularly bid financial counsel services to lower issuance costs and expenses. 

Health Care 
This fund budgets for a wide variety of health insurance, wellness, and related health care expenses for employees. 
Because the average age of a City employee is 42, the costs of these programs will continue to increase over time as the 
work force ages. The City has taken exceptional steps to mitigate future health insurance cost increases by stepping up 
wellness, weight control, health screenings and smoking cessation programs. Early results indicate that these efforts have 
been successful. Studies have shown that programs that are “free” have higher rates of absenteeism compared to those 
that make users share in costs. It is recommended that a minimal co-pay ($10/month) be instituted to lower the 
City’s costs of these programs.
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Communications System Fund 
The City will need to set aside funds to replace its aging telephone system. Information Technology will need to under-
take a survey of other localities to see what is the best system to meet the City’s needs. A small budget for a survey 
and study expenses should be set aside. The use of Internet long distance services should be evaluated as part of the 
study.

Central mail services should be studied as a potential candidate for consolidation with Schools because the City 
has a rather long list of dispersed mail sites that are close to Schools.
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General Fund Revenue Options
One of the most typical shortcomings of local government is the lack of a coherent written set of goals and policies 
dealing with taxes, licenses, fees, and charges and their practical impact on citizens and business. Many factors need to 
be considered such as whether taxes, fees and charges are progressive or regressive, deductible, excessively high or low 
when compared statewide or regionally, and whether they are discriminatory to certain residents or businesses. In short, 
revenue structure represents a careful balance between needs and resources.

The City has done an excellent job in keeping real estate and personal property taxes at reasonable and fair rates. 
Furthermore, the City’s assessment methodologies have the practical effect of discounting rates 10-15 per cent. This is 
not to say that the City shouldn’t consider adding or reducing revenues to “rebalance” the revenue structure. Presented 
below are some options to consider.

  •	 	Increase the personal property tax nominally from 4.2 percent to 4.28 percent to be the same as Albemarle. This 
would yield between $150,000 to $200,000. These taxes are progressive, paid both by residents and business, 
and are deductible.

  •  Levy an Amusement tax, exempting non-profits and government sponsored events. This tax would be paid by 
City residents and non-residents, is both regressive and progressive, and cannot be deducted. It is very easy to 
collect and at 3 percent would yield $150,000 to $180,000.

  •  Change the minimum Business and Professional license tax from $35 to match Albemarle’s $50 minimum. 
There is no cost to this change; it is regressive but low in cost, and deductible. This increase would yield $24,000 
annually.

  •  Increase parking ticket fee from $15 to $30. Increasing the fee should help the parking garages and the City. 
Consider asking Police to use “boots” for repeat offenders in exchange for revenues that exceed $410,000 annu-
ally that could be used for law enforcement. This fee is both regressive and progressive, is paid by residents 
and nonresidents, and is not deductible. It will yield more money the first year ($100,000-$150,000) and will 
diminish as users “get educated”.

  •  Increase the dog license fee from $3 to $10. This will allow fees to cover costs and administration and some of 
the animal-control costs. This would yield an increase of $20,000. The fee is both regressive and progressive, and 
is not deductible.
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Appendix - One
Summary Of Recommendations

Communications
 •	 	It	is	recommended	that	departments	that	incur	high	customer	inquiries	and	complaints	develop	a	stan-

dard	response	protocol	that	provides	timely	feedback	to	the	citizen	about	the	status	of	the	 inquiry	or	
complaint	(and	if	or	when	it	will	be	resolved	or	addressed).	A	system	should	be	monitored	by	the	City	
Manager’s	Office	to	be	sure	that	response	standards	are	being	met.

Tourism
	 •	 	The	regional	tourism	group	could	promote	tourism	through	direct	Internet	packages	and	stays	to	enhance	

hotel	occupancy	on	weekends	and	holidays.

	 •	 	It	is	recommended	that	the	City	consider	creating	a	sports	commission	entity	that	would	own,	operate,	
and	create	sporting	events	in	the	area	that	would	enhance	tourism	and	fill	hotel	rooms.	

City	Attorney
	 •	 	It	is	strongly	recommended	that	some	of	the	records	that	are	stored	at	the	records	room/warehouse	be	

retrieved	and	scanned,	including	the	Annexation	legal	records	and	all	contracts	that	are	still	in	force.	It	is	
recommended	that	redundant	OCR	records	be	stored	by	IT	in	a	secure	and	fireproof	location	away	from	
city	hall.

Economic	Development
 •	 	There	is	a	need	to	develop	an	effective	communications	strategy	(both	internal	and	external)	to	promote	

the	City’s	economic	development	strategies.	

Debt	Service
 •	 	It	is	recommended	that	the	School	operating	fund	pay	the	costs	of	schools	debt	to	fully	disclose	the	cost	

of	local	education.

	 •	 	It	 is	 recommended	that	the	City	use	a	“return	on	 investment”	methodology	as	the	rationale	for	Utility	
Fund	transfers	to	the	General	Fund.

	 •	 Pay-as-you-go	financing	should	be	used	for	acquisition	of	rolling	stock	using	internal	reserve	funds.

Human	Resources
 •	 	The	City’s	work	force	is	aging	including	key	management	positions.	It	 is	strongly	recommended	that	a	

disciplined	and	deliberate	effort	to	undertake	annual	succession	planning	be	started	for	all	management	
positions.

	 •	 	The City periodically engages consultants for compensation studies. One staff person is dedicated to classifi-
cation studies. Issues such as pay compression and classification problems are better handled on an on-going 
basis. Using staff rather than consultants saves funds especially in areas such as benefits and workers compensa-
tion.	It	is	recommended	that	the	City	consider	adding	another	staff	person	to	keep	up	with	the	workload	
generated	to	complete	this	work.
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	 •	 	The City credits half the value (to a maximum of 2000 hours) of unused sick leave of retiring employees as service 
time. This can be a costly benefit as it related to future retirement costs.	It	is	recommended	that	this	policy	be	
changed	to	pay	a	flat	amount	not	to	exceed	$2,500	(same	as	the	state’s	policy).

Real	Estate	Assessments
	 •	 	The	CAMA	system	will	need	to	be	replaced	soon	because	the	maintenance	agreements	have	expired	and	the	

vendor	has	agreed	to	support	it	for	a	limited	amount	of	time	(replacement	cost	$50,000).	

Warehouse
 •	 	It	is	recommended	that	the	City	and	Schools	combine	warehouse	operations	to	enhance	economies	of	scale.

Risk	Management
	 •	 	The	City	 should	undertake	a	 comprehensive	peer-to-peer	 comparison	 for	 risk	management	 to	 see	how	 it	

measures	up	to	the	best	local	government	practices	in	Virginia.

	 •	 	The City should expand and improve the role of risk management programs through out the City. Instead	of	pay-
ing	consultants	to	run	workers	compensation,	the	City	should	administer	the	program	internally	to	improve	
visibility	across	all	departments	(unless	it	can	be	proven	that	consultants	cost	less	than	performing	the	work	
internally).

Utility	Billing
	 •	 	There	is	a	need	to	improve	reporting	as	it	relates	to	aging	of	delinquent	bills	and	to	develop	written	adminis-

trative	policies	dealing	with	utility	billing.	

Treasurer
	 •	 	The City’s cigarette tax system (which yields more than $700,000 annually) operates the same way it did 30 years 

ago. A system that works by using stamps is costly (to print stamps) to administer.	It	is	recommended	that	the	
Treasurer	study	and	propose	a	more	efficient	way	to	collect	these	revenues.

	 •	 	The City dog tag system costs more to administer than the revenue it yields.	It	is	recommended	that	the	system	
be	either	abandoned	or	out-sourced	to	a	third	party	(such	as	local	vets).

Information	Technology
(Performance	Management	System)

	 •	 	It	is	strongly	recommended	that	the	City	move	slowly	and	deliberately	before	acquiring	any	software	or	sys-
tem	to	support	these	needs. The special work group has already started the first task of deciding and articulating 
how performance monitoring should work. 

(Hand-Held	Technology)

	 •	 	The	control	of	personal	data	devices	(for	voice	and	email),	pc	printers	and	cell	phones	should	be	centralized	
from	a	procurement	policy	standpoint.	

	 •	 	The City will need to set aside funds to replace its aging telephone system. Information Technology will need to 
undertake a survey of other localities to see what is the best system to meet the City’s needs.	A	small	budget	for	a	
survey	and	study	expenses	should	be	set	aside. The use of Internet long distance services should be evaluated as 
part of the study. 
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(Operations)

	 •	 	Two large systems are decentralized in departments: separate servers and personnel support GIS and Traffic 
Management.	It	is	strongly	recommended	that	the	hardware	and	network	side	of	these	systems	be	supported	
by	IT	to	avoid	cost	redundancy	in	backup	and	uninterruptible	power	systems.

	 •	 	It	is	recommended	that	the	search/scan	capability	of	the	filing	system	for	City	Attorney	be	upgraded	by	IT	to	
allow	attorneys	to	search	for	documents	using	searches	for	“all	of	the	text”	rather	than	searching	only	the	text	
in	the	file	name.

(IT	Strategic	Planning)

	 •	 The	City	needs	to	employ	a	deliberate	strategic	planning	process	to	make	the	best	use	of	IT.	

Contributions	to	Youth	and	Family	Oriented	Programs

	 •	 	The City has taken active steps (by spendimg more than $1 million annually) to expand programs for prevention 
through “Contributions to Children, Youth and Family Oriented Programs”. These programs have established per-
formance outcome measures that should periodically be reviewed by City staff involved in youth serving depart-
ments including Schools.	It	is	strongly	recommended	that	these	services	be	also	reviewed	and	assessed	every	
three	years	by	an	outside	expert	to	determine	how	well	they	benchmark	nationally.	

	 •	 	It	is	recommended	that	the	juvenile	criminal	justice	planning	function	(state	and	local	funds)	be	transferred	
to	Community	Attention	to	meet	this	need.

Comprehensive	Services	Act
 •	 	Ideally,	placing	CSA	under	the	City’s	DSS	department	would	allow	better	case	management	and	program-

ming	and	allow	the	City	to	have	more	effective	financial	controls	of	CSA	expenses.

Housing	and	Tax	Assistance	programs
 •	 	It	is	recommended	that	an	economist	familiar	with	affordable	housing	programs	evaluate	the	efficacy	of	the	

Housing	Affordability	Tax	Grant	Program.

Parks	and	Recreation
 •	 	It	is	recommended	that	the	City	charge	non-residents	for	access	and	use	of	City	facilities	and	fields	by	levying	

fees	through	existing	non-City	and	City	use	charges	rather	than	creating	a	separate	system	of	charging	non-
resident	use.	

Neighborhood	and	Development	Services
 •	 	An	area	that	needs	improvement	is	how	resident	and	neighborhood	complaints	and	issues	are	handled.	A	

system	that	incorporates	case	management	and	quick	response	needs	to	be	implemented	and	staffed.	A	clear	
need	to	improve	customer	services	(via	email,	phone,	and	letter)	needs	to	be	pursued,	based	on	comments	
from	citizens.	

	 •	 	It	is	recommended	that	the	City	initiate	a	study	with	the	Weldon	Cooper	Center	for	Public	Service	to	map	out	
a	strategy	to	improve	demographic	data	and	forecasting.
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	 •	 	The	department	needs	to	establish	a	coherent	Affordable	Housing	Strategic	Plan	that	sets	unit	targets	
of	 replacement	and	new	affordable	housing	based	on	Federal	 family	 income	brackets	 similar	 to	what	
Boulder,	Colorado	has	done.

	 •	 	Currently	NDS	offsets	less	than	30%	of	its	gross	expenditures	through	fees	and	charges.	A	regular	peer	
review	of	fees	and	charges	needs	to	be	done	to	lower	the	General	Fund	cost	of	this	department.

Department	of	Public	Works
	 •	 	The	City	 is	presently	missing	an	opportunity	 to	utilize	 inmate	 labor	 from	the	 regional	 jail.	The	Sheriff	

has	re-instituted	an	inmate	workforce	program	and	the	City	will	soon	be	eligible	for	an	inmate	crew	on	
a	rotating	basis	with	Albemarle	County	and	Nelson	County.	The	rotation	will	enable	the	City	to	receive	a	
crew	of	4	to	8	inmates	for	four	consecutive	days	about	every	seven	days.	These	services	are	available	to	
the	City	at	no	charge	as	a	member	of	the	regional	jail.	A	limited	work	release	program	pilot	was	started		
last	fall	(November	2008)	and	was	underwritten	by	a	private	citizen.	

	 •	 	It	is	recommended	that	as	the	above	program	evolves,	the	City	should	explore	the	opportunity	to	increase	
jail	staff	capacity	specifically	to	support	one	or	more	full-time	inmate	labor	crews	to	the	City.

	 •	 	It	is	recommended	that	the	City	determine	the	proportionate	amount	of	direct	and	indirect	costs	attribut-
able	to	services	performed	in	behalf	of	the	Schools	in	order	to	reflect	accurately	these	costs	associated	
with	providing	K-12	education.

	 •	 	It	is	recommended	that	the	City	continue	to	explore	opportunities	with	Schools	to	consolidate	Summer	
School	programs	to	minimize	the	facilities	that	are	in	use.	

	 •	 	It	is	recommended	that	the	City	explore	the	opportunity	to	operate	regular	garbage	collection	and	dis-
posal	services	as	a	fee	supported	enterprise.	This	would	require	that	fee	revenue	be	sufficient	to	cover	all	
cost	associated	with	garbage	collection	and	disposal.

	 •	 	The City contracts separately with a vendor to provide for the weekly curbside collection of recyclable materi-
als. Recycling services are provided without charge to all City citizens whether or not they utilize the City-
contracted garbage collection service.	It	is	recommended	that	the	City	stop	funding	drop-off	centers	because	
it	offers	the	curbside	program.

	 •	 	It	is	recommended	that	the	City	evaluate	the	financial	position	of	the	bulk	refuse	collection	program	to	
determine	the	gap	between	service	costs	and	fee	revenue.	With	the	information,	the	City	can	better	dis-
cuss	the	merits	of	a	tax	subsidy	of	this	fee-based	service.	

	 •	 	It	 is	 recommended	 that	 the	City	 should	consider	 its	opportunity	 to	pre-fund	current	and	 likely	 future	
landfill	post-closure	liability.	

	 •	 	Central	mail	services	should	be	studied	as	a	potential	candidate	for	consolidation	with	Schools	because	
the	City	has	a	rather	long	list	of	dispersed	mail	sites	that	are	close	to	Schools.

Community	Corrections
	 •	 	It	is	recommended	that	the	City’s	Criminal	Justice	Board	conduct	a	long-term	criminal	justice	population	

study	to	assess	how	the	juvenile	and	adult	programs	have	worked	with	offenders	who	have	accessed	City	
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juvenile	and	adult	programs.	By	understanding	the	long	term	needs	of	the	offending	population,	existing	
programs	can	be	modified	or	improved.

Commonwealth’s	Attorney
	 •	 	In	the	future,	once	the	efficacy	of	juvenile	drug	courts	has	been	proven,	the	City	could	offer	it	as	the	treat-

ment	program	of	last	resort.

	 •	 	To	reduce	length	of	stay	it	is	strongly	recommended	that	the	City	consider	work	release	programs	that	
allow	supervised	inmates	to	supplement	City	forces	in	maintenance	and	litter	pick-up	programs.	

Fire	Department
	 •	 	It	is	recommended	that	fire	safety	and	prevention	programs	use	the	Web	site	to	market	and	promote	pre-

vention	efforts.	A	questions/answers	opportunity	can	allow	residents	to	become	better	informed	through	
the	fire	marshal’s	office.

	 •	 	It	 is	 strongly	 recommend	that	 the	department	undertake	a	detailed	cost	study	 to	validate	 the	cost	of	
services	to	UVA	based	on	fire	alarm	call	volume	and	service	requests.	Furthermore,	a	formula	that	bases	
costs	on	actual	level	activity	and	service	volume	should	be	implemented.

Police	Department
	 •	 	If	the	City	decides	to	coordinate	City,	community,	and	School	prevention	programs	in	a	case	management	

approach,	School	Resource	Officers	will	need	to	be	an	integral	part	of	the	service	team	in	middle	and	high	
school	by	changing	their	work	tasks	to	be	more	than	school	security-oriented.

	 •	 	It	is	recommended	that	the	department	undertake	a	cost	study	to	determine	whether	it	is	recovering	the	
true	costs	(including	benefit	costs)	of	traffic	control	and	security	for	UVA	athletic	and	special	events.	These	
events	are	fee	supported	and	should	factor	in	policing	costs	to	allow	the	City	to	be	fully	reimbursed.

	 •	 	Based	on	citizen	comments,	it	is	recommended	that	the	City	reevaluate	and	review	the	current	practices	
of	the	take	home	car	program	to	be	sure	the	program	enhances	crime	deterrence	and	avoids	commuting	
uses	outside	the	City.

Schools	Local	Tax	Contribution
	 •	 	It	is	strongly	recommended	that	the	City	and	Schools	staff	develop	a	balanced	approach	that	considers	

both	tax	capacity	and	school	programming	needs	and	undertake	a	review	of	funding	formula.	

	 •	 	It	is	recommended	that	the	City	Council	and	School	Board	meet	annually	for	a	preview	of	how	well	Schools	
and	City	services	are	performing	with	the	school-age	population.

	 •	 	The budget indicated that $5.9 million is currently spent on services to Schools. This number appears to under-
state the total cost of these services.	It	is	recommended	that	all	costs	be	considered	(including	indirect)	to	
accurately	reflect	expenditures	for	Schools.

Capital	Improvements	Budget
	 •	 	Although	the	City	does	have	an	economic	development	initiatives	fund,	it	could	consider	constructing	

replacement	facilities	in	future	mixed	use	development	as	a	“seeding”	technique.	For	example,	the	City	of	
Alexandria	rebuilt	its	court	facilities	on	King	Street	and	built	retail	space	on	the	frontage	to	attract	private	
tenants.	This	strategy	could	be	used	on	Main	and	Preston.	Funding	affordable	housing	projects	in	the	CIP	
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can	also	be	used	(to	help	foster	City	affordable	housing	goals)	by	investing	in	mixed-use	projects	in	key	
development	areas.

Retirement	and	Retirement	Health	Care
	 •	 	It	 is	 recommended	 that	 the	 City	 close	 the	 retiree	 health	 care	 benefits	 plan	 to	 new	 employees	 and	

strengthen	the	vesting	standards	(10	years	for	50%	benefit	and	prorated	to	25	years	for	full	benefit)	for	
some	of	the	current	employees	who	will	receive	benefits	under	this	plan.

	 •	 	Health club benefits for current and retired employees currently cost $30/month.	It	is	recommended	that	all	
participants	provide	a	co-pay	amount	of	$10/month	to	share	in	the	cost.

	 •	 	The City credits half the value of unused sick leave of retiring employees as service time. This can be a costly 
benefit as it relates to future retirement costs.	It	is	recommended	that	this	policy	be	changed	to	pay	a	flat	
amount	not	to	exceed	$2,500	(same	as	the	state’s	policy).

General	Fund	Revenues
The City has done an excellent job in keeping real estate and personal property taxes at reasonable and fair rates. 
Furthermore, the City’s assessment methodologies have the practical effect of discounting rates 10-15 percent. This is 
not to say that the City shouldn’t consider adding or reducing revenues to “rebalance” the revenue structure. Presented 
below are some options to consider.

	 •	 	Increase	the	personal	property	tax	nominally	from	4.2%	to	4.28%	to	be	the	same	as	Albemarle.	This would 
yield between $150,000 to $200,000. These taxes are progressive, paid both by residents and business, and are 
deductible.

	 •	 	Levy	an	Amusement	tax	by	exempting	non-profits	and	government	sponsored	events.	This tax would be 
paid by City residents and non-residents, is both regressive and progressive, and cannot be deducted. It is very 
easy to collect and at 3% would yield $150,000 to $180,000.

	 •	 	Change	the	minimum	Business	and	Professional	license	tax	from	$35	to	match	Albemarle’s	$50	minimum.	
There is no cost to this change; it is regressive but low in cost, and deductible. This increase would yield $24,000 
annually.

	 •	 	Increase	parking	ticket	fee	from	$15	to	$30.	Increasing the fee should help the parking garages and the City. 
Consider asking Police to use “boots” for repeat offenders in exchange for revenues that exceed $410,000 annu-
ally that could help law enforcement. This fee is both regressive and progressive, is paid by residents and non-
residents, and is not deductible. It will yield more money the first year ($100,000-$150,000) and will diminish 
as users “get educated”.

	 •	 	Increase	the	dog	license	fee	from	$3	to	$10. This will allow fees to cover costs and administration (and some 
of the animal control costs). This would yield an increase of $20,000. The fee is both regressive and progressive, 
and is not deductible.
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Appendix - Two

Weldon Cooper Center For Public Service 
Charlottesville Efficiency Study

Scope of Services
Budget Review
1) Review all documents and materials provided by the City pertaining to present and future issues to enhance under-
standing of the City’s service levels, infrastructure, and strategic needs.

2) Review current and future budgets for meetings with department heads that will be scheduled after each department 
meets with the budget review team and the City Manager.

3) After initial discussions with the City Manager and Assistant City Manager develop a department by department 
listing of potential budget reductions (to include brief explanation or rationale) that can be considered for FY 2010. The 
listing will be assembled with the assistance of the budget director and/or budget staff. General Fund, Enterprise and 
Special Revenue funds will be considered.

4) After meeting with the HR Director, City Manager and Assistant City Manager critically review the City’s com-
pensation and benefit practices to determine if there are any potential opportunities for cost savings that can result in 
immediate results in FY 2009 and FY 2010.

5) Review future capital outlays to determine whether deferrals or cancellations can temporarily reduce general capital 
improvement fund transfers for fiscal year 2009 and/or fiscal year 2010.

6) Review revenue projections and new revenue sources to determine if adjustments can be considered that will have a 
positive impact on the General Fund for fiscal year 2010 and beyond.

Qualitative Review of City’s Services and Strategic Direction
1)Using the source documents provided by the City undertake a review of how well the City is positioned in terms of 
its services, policies, initiatives, and regional alliances/ contracts to meet the City’s future demographic trends for the 
next 10 years. Such an analysis should consider diversity programming, affordable housing, senior programs and services, 
transportation, and potential consolidated services with Schools and shared services with Albemarle County.

2) At the direction of City staff attend focus groups with key City/community opinion makers to assess and consider 
future initiatives and actions that can enhance and improve City services, operations and development.

3) After conferring with department heads and the City Manager and Assistant City Manager develop a listing of new 
and past visited initiatives or actions that can result in long term budget savings to the City, County, and City School 
system.

4) After a review and appropriate interviews with City and other regional or authority leaders develop a listing of actions 
or initiatives that can result in long term savings and service improvements for City residents.
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5) Using source documents and interviews with City staff review and comment on the City’s performance management 
and benchmarking systems to improve the use and understanding of these systems as a management and communica-
tions tool.

6) Review the City’s capital improvement plan and infrastructure maintenance systems to assess their ability to meet 
the City’s needs for the next 10 years.

7) Review how well the City has performed operationally and developmentally for the past 10 years and propose new 
initiatives to allow the City to better position itself as one of the top small cities in the United States.

8) Recommend new ways to enhance civic engagement and citizen participation in all aspects of City governance.

 Report
1) Study team will submit a draft report in early January 2009 for review by the City Manager and Assistant City 
Manager before a final report is completed in February 2009.

2) Report content will be primarily textual with tables and lists that are noted above.

3) Study team will be available to discuss and present all finding at the direction of the City staff. The cost of the report 
inclusive of all expenses is not to exceed $50,000, payable on completion. 
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Appendix - Three

Weldon Cooper Center For Public Service 
Charlottesville Quality Of Service And Efficiency Study

Work Plan and Schedule (2008 and 2009)

October – Meet weekly with City staff and undertake document reviews of provided materials. Conduct inter-
view with HR and Budget Directors.

November – Meet weekly with City staff for budget interviews with department heads.  Team will confer on 
finding and conclusions after interviews.  No meeting week of Thanksgiving.

December – Continue to meet with department head weekly as necessary.  Schedule meetings with 

Regional, Authority, or Schools staff if necessary.  Attend focus group meeting(s) scheduled by City staff.  Begin drafting 
listings and report narratives by mid-December.

January – Send draft report to City Manager for review and comment.  Meet and confer with City staff in 
mid-January.  Conduct additional meetings as directed. 

February – Complete final report and send invoice to City.

General Tasks – Each team member’s interest areas will split work out.   Brad Hammer will do financial man-
agement, retirement fund, human resources and human services.  Bob Taylor will handle public safety.  Doug 
Walker will handle public works/utility services. 

Brad will draft report findings with listings (where and when appropriate) provided by each team member.  Brad will 
complete final report and binding with the assistance of the WCCFPS ( John P.Thomas and Tedd Povar).

Compensation – Each team member will be reimbursed for all out of pocket expenses (receipts required) and 
mileage expenses (use Federal standard).  The residual amount will be split proportionally based on time spent 
by each team member and time spent by WCCFPS.
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Appendix - Four

Internal Performance and Financial Audit Plan for Chesterfield Virginia

FISCAL YEAR
PROJECT AUDIT PROJECT NAME RISK QR 2009 2010 2011 TOTAL

100 MANAGEMENT SERVICES 2150 1450 2800 6400
ACCOUNTING  

101.01 - Accounts Payable/Vendor Address 175 3 300  300
101.02 - Accounts Receivable 75 5    0
101.03 - Payroll/Benefits - County Wide 275 1 112 600 600 1200
101.04 - Fixed Assets 175 3 187 0
101.05 - Debt Mgmt. - Pmt. Proc. 75 5
101.06 - General Accounting 175 3 75   0
101.07 - Enterprise System Security 75 5 112 100 50 50 200
101.08 - County P.Cards & Credit Cards 175 3   0
101.09 - P. Cash/Change Funds County Wide 275 1 300 200 200 200 600
101.1 - Pay-In Vouchers/Revenues 75 5 40   0
101.11 - Expenditures 75 5 0
101.12 - Convention Center Fiscal Agent 175 3 0

R.E. ASSESSOR 75  
102.01 - Assessment Processes CALIAS 175 3 80  350 350
102.02 - Expenditures 75 5   50 50

GENERAL SERVICES 50  
103.01 - Construction Management 275 1 50 400 400 800
103.02 - County Garage/Fleet/Radio Shop 275 1 450 400 400
103.03 - Support Center/Print Shop 75 5 30   0
103.04 - Building & Grounds 75 5 75   0
103.05 - Transfer Station  & Trash Oper. 175 3 75   0
103.06 - Surplus Property 75 5    0
103.07 - Records Management 75 5 0
103.08 - Expenditures 175 3 225   0
103.09 - Energy Mgt. Recycling 175 3 225   0
103.1 - Custodial 75 5 225   0

AIRPORT 225  
104.01 - Leases/FBO 175 3 75  100 100
104.02 - Expenditures 75 5   100 100
104.03 - Grants Management 175 3   50 50
104.04 - Consultants/Contracts 175 3   100 100

I.S.T. 50  
ADMINISTRATION

105.01 IT Governance 75 5 37 0
105.02 Expenditures 75 5 75 0
105.03 Billing - Computer Support 75 5 150 200 200
105.04 Billing - Telephones 75 5 200 200
105.05 Bus. Continuity & Disaster Recovery 175 3 0
105.06 Expenditures TIP/CIP 175 3 75 0

INFRASTRUCTURE SVCS.   
105.07 Infrastructure Life Cycle Mngmt. 75 5 0
105.08 Infrastructure IT Svcs. Delivery & Support 175 3 100 300  300
105.09 Infrastructure Protection of Assets 275 1 25  400 400

APPLICATION & WEB SVCS.
105.1 Application/Web Life Cycle Mngmt. 75 5    0
105.11 Application/Web Protection of Assets 275 1  400 400
105.12 Mainframe Applications/Controls 175 3 0

 
PURCHASING 150  

106.01 - Contract Admin (Service Cont.) 175 3 193 100  100
106.02 - Procurement - County Wide 175 3 150 100  100
106.03 - Expenditures 75 5 112 50  50
106.04 - Auctions 75 5 75   0

RISK MANAGEMENT 263  
107.01 - Claims Administration & W. Comp 175 3 37  100 100
107.02 - Financial (Fund, Bonds & Insur. Billings, Subro) 175 3 37  100 100
107.03 - Loss Prevention/Saftey 175 3 150  100 100
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FISCAL YEAR
PROJECT AUDIT PROJECT NAME RISK QR 2009 2010 2011 TOTAL
107.04 - RMIS 175 3 37  50 50
107.05 - Expenditures 75 5 37  50 50

LICENSE INSPECTOR  
108.01 - Business Licenses 175 3 75 0
108.02 - Vehicle Registrations 75 5 112 0
108.03 - Expenditures 75 5 37 0

REGISTRAR 37  
109.01 - Expenditures 75 5 37 0
109.02 - Program Goals & Results 75 5 0

SECURITY & ENVIRONMENTAL  
110.01 - Security Program 175 3 75 0
110.02 - Environmental Program 175 3 112 0
110.03 - Expenditures 75 5 37 0

 
200 HUMAN SERVICES 975 1450 1075 3500

PARKS & RECREATION  
201.01 - Revenues/Registrations 175 3 75  300 300
201.02 - Parks/Recs. Programs 75 5 37   0
201.03 - CIP 175 3 75 300  300
201.04 - Expenditures 175 3 25 0
201.05 - Concession Stands Leases 75 5 25 0
201.06 - Maintenance & Repair 175 3 25 300 300

NURSING HOME  
202.01 - Financial Monitoring 175 3 37 75 75 75 225

LIBRARIES 113  
203.01 - Accts Rec. (Fines/Dues) 175 3  300 300
203.02 - Expenditures 175 3  100 100
203.03 - Automated System 75 5 75   0
203.04 - Central Administration/Branches 75 5 20   0

YOUTH PLANNING & DEV. 37  
204.01 - Grants 75 5 0
204.02 - Expenditures 75 5 0

YOUTH GROUP HOME  
205.01 - Program Results and Goals 175 3 75 0
205.02 - Expenditures 75 5 75 0

MH/MR/SA 112  
206.01 - AR Receipts & Revenue & System 175 3 37  300 300
206.02 - Expenditures 175 3   50 50
206.03 - Medicaid 175 3  300 50 350
206.04 - Pharmacy 275 1 37   0
206.05 - Chesterfield Empl. Services 175 3 75 300  300
206.06 - CAI/Non Profits 175 3 37  0

SOCIAL SERVICES  
207.01 - Food Stamp Program 175 3  300 300
207.02 - Expenditures 175 3 37   0
207.03 - Child Day Care 175 3 37  300 300
207.04 - General Relief 175 3 37   0
207.05 - Revenues 75 5   0
207.06 - Housing Programs 75 5    0
207.07 - Medicaid 175 3    0
207.08 - Emergency Intake 175 3    0

HEALTH  
208.01 - Inspections (Restaurant) 175 3    0

JUVENILE DETENTION HOME  
209.01 - Program Goals & Results 175 3    0
209.02 - Expenditures 75 5    0

INTERAGENCY SERVICES 37  
210.01 - Comprehensive Services Act 175 3 37 300  300
210.02 - Expenditures 75 5    0

EXTENSION SERVICE 37  
211.01 - Expenditures 75 5 37 0
211.02 - Program Goals & Results 75 5 0

HISTORICAL SOCIETY
212.01 -  Financial Audit 175 3    0

COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS
213.01 -  Expend. & Pretrial Diversion 75 5    0

JUVENILE PROBATION
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FISCAL YEAR
PROJECT AUDIT PROJECT NAME RISK QR 2009 2010 2011 TOTAL
214.01 -  Expenditures 75 5  75 75

300 COUNTY MANAGEMENT 1000 300 700 2000
COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR 112  

301.01 - Expenditures 75 5 37  100 100
301.02 - CARES 175 3 37   0
301.03 - Quality Management 175 3 37 0
 CLERK OF THE BOARD 37  
302.01 - Board Agenda 75 5 150   0
302.02 - Expenditures 75 5 75 0

COUNTY ATTORNEY  
303.01 - Expenditures 75 5 100 100

BUDGET & MANAGEMENT  
304.01 - Expenditures 75 5 50  50
304.02 - Cost Monitoring & YE Closing 175 3 100  100
304.03 - Cash Proffers 175 3 100  100
304.04 - Revenue Estimates/Appropriations 175 3 50  50
304.05 - Debt Management 175 3 50  50
304.06 - Cable/Telecommunication Revenue 175 3 50  50
304.07 - PPTRA 275 1 50  50

INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS  
305.01 - Expenditures 75 5    0

MANAGEMENT SERVICES DEPT.  
306.01 - Expenditures 75 5   100 100

HUMAN SERVICES DEPT.  
307.01 - Expenditures 75 5   100 100
307.02  - Access Chesterfield 175 3   300 300

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPT.  
308.01 - Expenditures 75 5   100 100

PUBLIC AFFAIRS  
309.01 - Expenditures 75 5 0
309.02 - Program Goals & Results 175 3 112 0

H.R.M.  
310.01 - Recruitment/Selection/App. Tracking 175 3 75 300 300
310.02 - Expenditures 75 5 25 0
310.03 - Benefits Administration 175 3 0
310.04 - Drug /Alcohol & Bkgrd. Testing 175 3 25   0
310.05 - Compensation/Class./HR-1 275 1 300  300
310.06 - Employee Relations 75 5 75   0

CHESTERFIELD UNIV.
311.01 - Tuition Assistance/Training & Dev. 75 5 100  100
311.02 - Expenditures 75 5 25 50 50

400 PUBLIC SAFETY 1015 700 265 1980
POLICE  

401.01 - Animal Control 175 3  400 400
401.02 - Expenditures 175 3 25 300  300
401.03 - Police Benefit Fund 175 3 37 40 40 80
401.04 - Planning & Information Services 275 1    0
401.05 - Police HR 175 3 37 0
401.06 - Police Property 175 3 37   0
401.07 - Training 175 3    0
401.08 - Asset Forfeiture 175 3   200 200
401.09 - Office of Professional Standards 175 3 0
401.1 - Grant Management (Financial & Performance) 175 3    0
401.11 - Support Services 175 3 0

FIRE 25  
402.01 - Expenditures 175 3 75   0
402.02 - Emergency Operations 175 3    0
402.03 - Maintenance & Logistics 175 3 75 0
402.04 - Training & Safety 175 3    0
402.05 - Volunteers 175 3    0
402.06 - Fire & Life Safety 175 3  300 300
402.07 - Revenue Recovery 175 3 300  300
402.08 - Emergency Planning Committee 175 3 25 25 50
402.09 - EMS Division 175 3    0
402.1 - Emergency Management 175 3    0
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FISCAL YEAR
PROJECT AUDIT PROJECT NAME RISK QR 2009 2010 2011 TOTAL

EMERGENCY COMM. 911 CENT.   25  
403.01 - Expenditures 175 3 75 50  50
403.02 - Operations 175 3 200  200
403.03 - Training 75 3 100  

500 COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 300 1840 600 2740
BUILDING INSPECTION  

501.01 - Plan Review 175 3 37   0
501.02 - Expenditures 75 5 112   0
501.03 - Inspections/Code Compliance 275 1 75 350 350
501.04 - Administration/Records/Revenues 175 3 25   0
501.05 - Complaint Tracking/Citizen Asst. 75 5 112 0

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 25  
502.01 - Program Goals & Results 175 3 37 100 100
502.02 - Expenditures 75 5 25 100 100
502.03 - Economic Dev. Authorities. (CDA’s) 175 3 25 100 100

ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING  
503.01 - Plan Review/Drainage 175 3 0
503.02 - Inspections 175 3    0
503.03 - Signs 75 5 37 0
503.04 - Drainage District Revenue 175 3    0
503.05 - Expenditures 75 5    0
503.06 - Street Lights 75 5 0
503.07 - GIS 275 1  300 300
503.08 - Capital Projects 175 3    0
503.09 - Erosion Control Deposits 175 3    0

TRANSPORTATION 75  
504.01 - Expenditures 75 5 25   0
504.02 - Plans Review 75 5 75   0
504.03 - Capital Projects 175 3    0
504.04 - Right of Way Payments 175 3    0

PLANNING 37  
505.01 - Plan Review Process (Resid) 175 3 150   0
505.02 - Plan Review Process (Comm) 175 3 150   0
505.03 - Automated System (PIMS) 75 5 45   0
505.04 - Expenditures 75 5 37 150 150
505.05 - Cash Receipts/Revenue 75 5 37 100 100
505.06 - Zoning 175 3 45   0
505.07 - Code Enforcement (Prop. Maint.) 175 3    0
505.08 - Proffers & Conditions Tracking 175 3   300 300
505.09 - Comprehensive Planning 175 3 75 0

UTILITIES 37  
506.01 - CIP - Utilities 175 3 75 0
506.02 - C.U.B.I.S. 175 3 75 50 50
506.03 - Finance & Admin. 175 3  300 300
506.04 - Operations & Maintenance 175 3   300 300
506.05 - Expenditures 175 3 300  300
506.06 - Plans Review 175 3    0
506.07 - Right of Way 175 3    0

COMMUNITY DEV BLOCK GRANT  
507.01 - Program Compliance 175 3  190 190
507.02 - Expenditures 175 3  100 100

 
600 SCHOOL BOARD 2200 2200 2200 6600
 BUSINESS & FINANCE  
601.01 - Expenditures (non-payroll) 75 5 0
601.02 - Payroll 275 1 150  500 500
601.03 - School Activity Funds 275 1 500 500 500 1500
601.04 - Federal Grants 175 3 100 0
601.05 - Textbooks 175 3 25 0
601.06 - Purchasing 175 3 25 0
601.07 - Petty Cash/Change Funds 75 5 25   100
601.08 - Facilities Construction - CIP 275 1 300 300 600
601.09 - Food Service/Vendors 275 1 200 200 200 600
601.1 - Transportation 175 3 37 400  400
601.11 -  Planning 75 5 0
 HUMAN RESOURCES  
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FISCAL YEAR
PROJECT AUDIT PROJECT NAME RISK QR 2009 2010 2011 TOTAL
602.01 - Recruitment/Selection 275 1  200 200
602.02 - Classification/Compensation 175 3 37  200 200
602.03 - Systems/Subfinder 75 5 75 0
602.04 - Benefits Administration 175 3 75   0
602.05 - EEO/AAP 175 3 25   0
602.06 - Certification 175 3 0
602.07 - Expenditures (non payroll) 75 5    0
602.08 - Staff Development/Evaluations 75 5 0
 ADMIN. SERVICES  
603.01 - Facilities Custodial 175 3  300 300
603.02 - Facility Rentals 175 3    0
603.03 - Structural/Maintenance 175 3    0
603.04 - Occupational Health And Safety 175 3  300 300
603.06 - Warehousing/Mail Processing 175 3    0
603.07 - Expenditures (non payroll) 175 3 300  300
 INSTRUCT. & STDT. SUPT. SERV.  
604.01 - Administration 175 3 75 0
604.02 - Exceptional Education 175 3 75  300 300
604.03 - General & Vocational Educ. 175 3 37 0
604.04 - Grants 75 5 37 0
604.05 - Summer School 175 3 75   0
604.06 - Student Services & Registration 175 3 100 300 300
604.07 - Adult Education 175 3 37 300  300
604.08 - Fed Prog (Chpt 1, Head Start) 175 3 0
604.09 - MIS - Technology Security 275 1    0
604.1 - Homebound Instruction 175 3 200 200
604.11 - Expenditures (non payroll) 175 3 0
 OTHER  
605.01 - Community Relations 75 5 37 0
605.02 - Privacy of Information 175 3 37 0
605.03 - Print Shop 175 3 37   0
605.04 - Communities in Schools 75 5
605.05 - Student Conduct 75 5
606.01 - Special Projects & Request 275 1 37 200 200 200 600

 
700 CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICERS 360 460 560 1380

TREASURER  
710.01 - Deposit Prep. & Bank Reconciliation 175 3    0
710.02 - Tax Billing, Payment Proc & Balance 175 3    0
710.03 - Refund Activity 175 3  300 300
710.04 - Investment Activity 175 3   300 300
710.05 - Centralized Debt Collections 175 3    0
710.06 - Expenditures 75 5    0
710.07 - Bank Account Review 175 3 200  200
 COMMISSIONER OF REVENUE 75  

(Audited by External Auditors)    0
SHERIFF 200  

730.01 - Jail Canteen & Inmate Trust 275 1 160 160 160 480
730.02 - Expenditures 175 3    0
730.03 - Inmate Phone Commissions 75 5  100 100
730.04 - RRJA -Financial Activities - Billings 175 3    0

COMM. ATTORNEY 37  
740.01 - Grants 75 5 112   0
740.02 - Expenditures 75 5 75 0

CIRCUIT COURT CLERK 37  
750.01 - Expenditures 75 5    0

VICTIM/WITNESS 37  
760.01 - Expenditures 75 5    0

  
800 County Wide Issues: 375 375 575 1325
800.01 Strategic Plan Performance Measures 75 5 75 75 75 225
800.02 - Phone & Internet Customer Service 75 5    0
800.03 - Phone/Internet Utilization 175 3   200 200
800.04 - HIPPA/Private Information Security 175 3    0
800.05 - Travel & Training County Wide 275 1   300 300
800.06 - Shadowing/Unannounced Audits 175 3    0
800.07 - Wireless Phones 175 3 300  300
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FISCAL YEAR
PROJECT AUDIT PROJECT NAME RISK QR 2009 2010 2011 TOTAL
800.08 - Vehicle Utilization 175 3    0
800.09 - Span of Control 175 3  300 300
800.1 - Department Efficiency Reviews 175 3    0

900 OTHER: 1825 1825 1825 5475
901.01 - External Auditors 275 1 300 300 300 900
901.02 - Special Projects/Hotline 275 1 1200 1200 1200 3600
901.03 - Audit Follow-Up 275 1 200 200 200 600
901.04 - Financial Statement Review 275 1 50 50 50 150
901.05 - Quality Office Assistance 275 1 25 25 25 75
901.06 - Quality Assurance Review 75 5 50 50 50 150

* END OF PROJECTS - REQD HRS *  
 

Total 10200 10600 10600 31400
 

  HOURS EXCESS/-SHORTFALL 10600 0 0 0 0
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APPENDIX - FIVE

Charts Illustrating Foster Care, Adoption, and Families Needing Assistance Trends Supporting Comprehensive Services 
Act and Social Services Commentary

The chart below shows that the City has made some progress in reducing foster care caseloads over the past 4 years.

This reduction can be attributed to aggressively pursuing foster care prevention programs that make use of federal funds. 
The Foster Care Prevention Program provides family assessment and intervention to avert the necessity of placement of 
children into Foster Care.  Furthermore, foster care prevention can be used as a tool to lower Comprehensive Services 
Act residential expenses.

The charts below show the growth of the program since 2005.
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Because Charlottesville has a large number of children proportionately in foster care the need to emphasize adoption pro-
grams is self-evident. The charts below show the trends since 2002.
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One indicator of future trends for the “at-risk” children’s population is the growing caseload in child protective services.  The 
chart below shows declines and increases since 2002.

One positive trend is the decline in the number of cases and families accessing Temporary Assistance and Needy Families 
funds.  These cases do mirror the state of the local economy, and, could rise due to a downturn.  The DSS presently has 
adequate staffing to handle benefits, however, it needs more help in case managers (Social Work Services) cope with expected 
increases due to the present recession.
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The successes with the TANF program are offset by the growth of the caseload in Food Stamps.  Although the number 
of cases per year has raised the average cases per month has slightly declined.
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Appendix - Six

Summary of Comments Made by Council Members
 

 • Supportive of general direction of City government.

 • Feel the City is responsive to citizens and offer many forums for public comment and discourse.

 •  Strongly support the public transit system (CTS) and Jaunt: some support going to fare free system in 
future (if the City can afford it).

 •  Support the City’s efforts for Affordable Housing. Some members would like to see more precision in 
goals of the program and how outcomes and success will be measured.

 •  If the City has to make cuts or reduce expenses then it should with proactive and structured adjustments 
rather than sudden changes.

 • Feel the City should capitalize on tourism.

 • Understand the value and importance of working closely with UVA.

 •  Like the fact that the City is compassionate about its disadvantaged citizens and want to help as  
much as possible.

 •  Understand the importance of economic development and how redevelopment will help define the  
City’s future.

 • Support the City’s “green” initiatives.

 •  Supportive of continuing recreational and cultural programs and improvements to enhance the City’s 
Quality of Life.

 • Some members would like to continue doing cooperative programs with Albemarle County.

 • Strongly support City schools and understand its challenges.
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Appendix - Seven

Summary of Citizen Comments

One citizen would like to resurrect the Fire Department Consolidation study (with Albemarle).

One citizen feels UVA gets various City services at a discount of true cost.

One citizen would like to see the Volunteer Fire Company more effectively used.

One Citizen felt that citizens need better opportunity to comment at City Council meetings.

Several citizens support creation of a “rainy day” fund in case the economy falters.

One citizen felt that the City needs to focus on creating jobs for young people (not fast food jobs) who will not go on to 
college and noted no substantial improvement in school performance or creation of jobs for young adults.

One citizen said the City was too focused on development.

Several citizens thought that neighborhood issues were a low priority and should improve (in terms of response).

Several citizens were concerned about traffic congestion close to the County line where a new shopping center is planned 
and feel the MPO “is a joke”.  The “choke” traffic congestion points are Hydraulic Road/Route 29 and Freebridge on 
Route 250 to the east. 

One citizen felt that zoning enforcement needs improvement because it only reacts to repeated complaints.

One citizen felt that the 8th Street and 10th Street areas had “improper residential parking”.

One citizen wants strong performance measures for each department.

One citizen feels City salaries are too high for certain positions.

One citizen would like Schools directly accountable to City Council.

One citizen would like Councilors elected by ward rather than at large.

One citizen said that going to City Council was his “hobby.”

One citizen said that after two years after full implementation of the new performance based ERP information system, 
performance is not defined, much less measured. 

Another said that only 3 percent of Fire Department calls are for structure fires and that EMS is backed up by volunteers 
(from rescue squads). The Fire Department has little understanding on how to use volunteers.

Another recommended use of ICMA’s Center for Performance Measurement Standard Citizen Survey system to 
evaluate performance, budgeting, goal setting, and program planning.
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Appendix - Eight

Affordable Housing Program Suggestions
As noted earlier in the text, the City has devoted considerable operating and capital resources to addressing the goal of 
Affordable Housing. It is recommended that the City be more specific about it goals, strategies and actions to carry out a 
comprehensive program.  The City does not need to invent a new set of programs to accomplish this because it can copy 
or replicate the best practices of other localities that have similar aspirations and initiatives.  The Affordable Housing 
program being implemented in Boulder, Colorado should be strongly considered because Boulder and Charlottesville 
are strong “university” cities.  In Boulder, the City decided to set a 10-year time horizon serving very low, low, and 
moderate-income families.  Unit targets were set based on these income categories for both new and existing housing.  
Targets are reevaluated annually to set the next years goals and success is determined relative to the units put on line.  
The City also set the goal of making 20% of all new residential affordable.

It is also recommended that the City look at the Chapel Hill, North Carolina Transitional Housing Program.  This pro-
gram works with families in public housing to determine how many residents are “generational”.  On a voluntary basis 
the program works with residents who are eligible to consider private housing (given incentives and tax relief ).  Such a 
program would work well if new multi-family projects are built in the economic development areas discussed earlier in 
this report.

The inclusionary zoning program used in Burlington, Vermont should also be considered because it provides incen-
tives for affordable housing that discourage developers from opting out of set asides through land donations and cash 
offsets.

Listed below are some of the components of what most local governments consider as Affordable Housing initiatives:

 Rent Stabilization

 Inclusionary Zoning

 Homeless Shelters

 Housing Preservation and Rehabilitation (Look at Austin, Texas)

 Elder Housing

 High Rent Mitigation

 Housing Trust Fund (look at Fairfax County, Virginia)

 Down Payment Assistance

 AH Unit Fee Waivers

 Tax Relief (poor, elderly, handicapped)

 Replacement or Dispersed Public Housing Replacement

 Enhanced Section 8 Access

 Enhanced TANF Use for Housing Subsidies (Social Services)

 Transit Oriented Development
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Bond Financed Public Housing (new)To get an accurate handle on Affordable Housing the City needs to “inventory” 
its affordable housing.  The inventory should include: student, low income, public, Section 8, potential rehabilitation 
units, at-risk housing, and “SRO” units (if any).

The City also needs to know if it needs to pursue Section 8 renewal projects and how many Section 8 projects expire in 
the near future.  Also the importance of economic and demographic information about City residents should be used to 
forecast how many residents fall within the Federal AH categories for planning purposes.  Several excellent sources of 
information on affordable housing can be used: The MacArthur Foundation, the National Housing Trust, and the HUD 
Office of Affordable Housing Preservation.

Finally, Affordable Housing can also promote City goals such as its excellent Green Initiatives, Water Conservation, 
Public Transit and Economic Development Programs.
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Resumes

Doug Walker 
 
Mr. Walker currently serves as a consultant for Springsted, Inc. a Minnesota-based 
management consulting firm that provides advisory services to local governments throughout 
the county.  He joined Springsted in 2008 after having served as a professional local 
government manager in Virginia for 20 years in both rural and suburban counties and a small 
city.  After beginning his career with the Virginia Municipal League, Mr. Walker served four 
years in rural Southampton County as the Assistant to the County Administrator before moving 
to high-growth Spotsylvania County where he served for more than ten years as Assistant 
County Administrator and then Deputy County Administrator.  Most recently, Mr. Walker 
completed five plus years of service as the City Manager of Waynesboro, Virginia. 
 
Mr. Walker is a native of Richmond, Virginia.  He holds a Bachelors Degree in Political Science 
from Appalachian State University and a Masters in Urban and Regional Planning from Virginia 
Commonwealth University.  Doug is a past president of the Virginia Local Government 
Management Association. 
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Robert Ervin Taylor 

12430 Morgan’s Glen Circle 
Glen Allen, Virginia 23059 

Telephone:  (804) 360-5569 
Bob4asuut@comcast.net 

 
 
Education 
Master of Public Administration B.S. History/Political Science 
University of Tennessee 1972 Appalachian State University 1968 
 

 
JANUARY 2005-MARCH 2008 

Management Consultant (part-time), Springsted Inc., Richmond, Virginia 
 

JUNE 1984 – JUNE 2004 

City Manager, City of Colonial Heights, Virginia 
Responsible for implementation of policies adopted by City Council under the direction of five 
mayors and 22 council members; enforcement of all city laws and ordinances; appointment and 
supervision of heads of 12 departments, including Finance, Human Resources, Planning and 
Economic Development, Information Technology, Public Works, Fire and Police; preparation 
and execution of annual $35 million operating and $3.5 million capital improvements budget; 
direction of general obligation bond sales totaling $30 million and upgrading of city’s rating by all 
three bond-rating agencies. 
 
Served on the following state, local and regional organizations:  Commonwealth of Virginia 
Board of Conservation and Recreation; Riverside Regional Jail Authority; Central Virginia Waste 
Management Authority – chairman, 1996-1998; South Central Wastewater Authority – 
chairman; Appomattox Regional Water Authority – treasurer/secretary; Crater Planning District 
Commission – Board of Directors; Fort Lee Civilian Military Council; 1993 Operation Tornado 
Relief Regional Committee; Colonial Heights Planning Commission; Colonial Heights Chamber 
of Commerce – Board of Directors; Kiwanis Club of Colonial Heights – president, 1992-93. 

 

OCTOBER 1979 – JUNE 1984 

City Manager, City of Red Bank, Tennessee 

 

AUGUST 1973 – OCTOBER 1979 

Assistant to City Manager/Director of Personnel and Budget 

City of Suffolk, Virginia 

 

SEPTEMBER 1972 – AUGUST 1973 
Senior Administrative Analyst, Budget Office of Finance Department 

City of Nashville-Davidson County, Tennessee 

 

 
Professional Development Professional Memberships 

Senior Executive Institute International City/County Management Assn. 
     University of Virginia 1989      Life Member 
Virginia Institute for Economic Development Virginia Local Government Management Assn. 
      Virginia Tech 1984      Life Member 
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BRADFORD S. HAMMER

ADDRESS:       107 HEMPSTEAD WAY
        RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 23236

PHONE:       (804) 379-0099 (HOME)
        (804) 748-1212 (OFFICE)
BIRTHPLACE:      SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
BIRTHDATE:       AUGUST 14, 1948
MARITAL STATUS:      MARRIED

EXPERIENCE

DEPUTY COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR     1998 - Present
 for Human Services
COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR’S OFFICE
P. O. BOX 40
CHESTERFIELD, VIRGINIA 23832-0040

Presently serving as deputy chief executive officer for a rapidly growing urban county in the Richmond 
area with a population of 272,000.  Directly supervise the following departments: Social Services, 
Community Mental Health, Mental Retardation & Substance  Abuse, Health, Youth Services, Juvenile 
Detention Home, Youth Group Home, Juvenile Court Services, Community Corrections, Cooperative 
Extension, Parks and Recreation, Comprehensive Services for At-Risk Youth, and Libraries. In this ca-
pacity I serve on the following non-profit community boards: Area Agency on Aging, Health Planning 
Agency (“CON” reviews), Family Lifeline of Richmond, Robert Wood Johnson Youth Matters Board, 
Virginia Civil War Trails, Community Corrections Board, Chesterfield County Health Center Commis-
sion, Henricus Historical Park Board, and the Comprehensive Services Act Team Board for Chesterfield 
County.  I presently supervise 14 department heads.

DEPUTY COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR   1986 - 1998
 for Management Services
COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR’S OFFICE
P. O. BOX 40
CHESTERFIELD, VIRGINIA 23832-0040

Served as deputy chief executive officer for a rapidly growing urban county in the Richmond area with 
a population of 272,000.  Directly supervise the following departments:  Budget and Accounting, Gen-
eral Services, (including Airport and Motor Equipment Division), Clerk to the Board, Data Processing, 
Internal Audit, Purchasing, Construction, Assessments, License Inspector, Risk Management, and the 
Registrar.  Also serve as County’s liaison on U. S. Park Service issues, technology transfer (Virginia 
Innovation Group), and coordination with constitutional officers (Treasurer, Commissioner of Revenue, 
Court Clerk and Sheriff). Supervised 14 department heads.
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DEPUTY CITY MANAGER     1982 - 1986

OFFICE OF THE CITY MANAGER
CITY OF THE ALEXANDRIA
P.O. BOX 178, CITY HALL
ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 22313

Served as deputy chief executive officer for a urban city with a population of 106,000.  Responsibilities 
included serving as staff the City Manager and supervision of the following departments:  Manage-
ment & Budget, Finance, Data Processing, Internal Audit, Historic Resources, Real Estate Assessments, 
Personnel, General Services and Records Management.  Served as lead staff person for such capital 
projects as City Hall Renovation ($10.6M), the Public Safety Center ($27M), and the Waste-to-Energy 
project ($86.5M).  Served as chief legislative staff person with the state General Assembly to coordi-
nate the City’s legislative package.  Also served as staff liaison to the Budget Advisory Commission, 
Revenue Resources Commission, and the Public Utilities Franchise Commission.  Supervised 16 de-
partment heads.

ADMINISTRATOR      1978 - 1982

OFFICE OF BUDGET & EVALUATION 
CITY OF NEWPORT NEWS
2400 WASHINGTON AVENUE
NEWPORT NEWS, VIRGINIA 23607

Served as chief budget officer reporting directly to the City Manager.  The operating budget totaled 
$121.3 million and capital budget totaling $30 million.  Responsible for preparation and execution of 
an annual budget and five-year capital improvement plan.  Also responsible for preparation of program 
evaluations, management studies and quarterly fiscal projections used to forecast financial position.  
Served on various architectural and engineering committees responsible for coordinating construction 
of a new government center, public works operating center, and major dam and reservoir projects for 
the city’s regional water system.  Assisted the City Manager in conducting economic and fiscal impact 
analyses of various development proposals in the downtown and waterfront areas.  Also served as staff 
for the research on a statewide school finance study of Virginia’s “standards of quality” and school basic 
aid funding formulas.  Served as the city governments representative on the Mental Health, Mental Retar-
dation, and Substance Abuse Services Board.  Supervised staff of 5 professionals.
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR     1977 - 1978

COLONIAL MENTAL HEALTH AND MENTAL RETARDATION
SERVICES BOARD SERVING WILLIAMSBURG
YORK COUNTY, JAMES CITY COUNTY AND POQUOSON
P. O. BOX H.T.
WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA 23185

Responsibilities included providing overall direction and coordination of a mental health and mental 
retardation and substance abuse programs with a total operating budget of $902,238.  Work entailed 
serving as executive staff for a 15-member operating board, budget preparation and administration for 
review by four local governments, federal and state grant preparation and execution, liaison responsi-
bilities with local community groups and boards, direct supervision of administrative staff and program 
directors, contract negotiation, and public relations work.  Served on various statewide committees 
which addressed issues such as residential services, state aid formulas, and management information 
needs. Supervised 11 department heads.

FEDERAL STATE COORDINATOR -    1975 - 1977
BUDGET ANALYST 

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
FAIRFAX COUNTY
FAIRFAX, VIRGINIA 22030

Management and control of all federal grants administered in Fairfax County totaling approximately 
$10 million.  Responsibilities included being chief budget analyst for:  Office of the County Execu-
tive, Board of Supervisors, Office of Manpower Services, Office of Human Rights, Mental Health and 
Mental Retardation, Administration and Alcoholic Safety Action Program.  Work entailed knowledge 
of federal housing, water, sewer, human services, mental health, employment, community development 
and general revenue sharing regulations.  Advised Management and Budget Office on correct fiscal and 
administrative policies for federal and state grants.  Assisted in the development of fee charging systems 
and indirect cost allocation plans for various county and community services.

PROGRAM MANAGER     1972 - 1975
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
OFFICE OF FEDERAL STATE RELATIONS
STATE CAPITOL
CHARLESTON, WEST VIRGINIA 25300

Responsibilities included staff support to the Governor’s Office for all matters relating to federal grant 
administration.  Served as staff liaison with the Office of Revenue Sharing, coordinated Federal OMB 
Circular A-87 (Indirect Cost Allocation for federal grants), assisted Federal OMB Circular A-95 (Fed-
eral Grants Review), assisted in the development of Regional Planning and Development Councils, 
analyzed state and federal legislation for Governor’s Office, assisted in initial planning of the Emer-
gency Medical System Act program.  Served as staff in preparation of federal correspondence for Gov-
ernor and served as liaison for Governor’s Office with the Federal Departments of Housing and Urban 
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Development, Agriculture, and Environmental Protection Services.  Assisted communities in obtaining 
water, sewer, and community development grants.

EDUCATION

MPA - MASTERS DEGREE OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
  WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY  1972

BS   -  BACHELORS OF SCIENCE - POLITICAL SCIENCE 
  WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY  1971

Senior Executive Institute, University of Virginia 1986, 1997.

ASSOCIATIONS

INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGERS’ ASSOCIATION – ICMA (Life Member)
VIRGINIA LOCAL GOVERNMENT MANAGER’S ASSOCIATION (Life member)
VIRGINIA ASSOCIATION OF LOCAL HUMAN SERVICES OFFICIALS (Life member)

REFERENCES

References will be furnished upon request.

HOBBIES

Running (marathons)
Golf
Military History

ADDENDUM TO THE RESUME OF BRADFORD S. HAMMER

Financial Experience (Alexandria and Chesterfield)

Waste to Energy Project - Coordinated the financing of a $86.5 million variable rate demand note is-
sue funded on December 28, 1984.  Project experience consisted of coordinating contract negotiations 
with an owner/operator, investment bankers, equity interest, corporate and bond counsels public service 
districts, and a Japanese Letter of Credit bank.  Also negotiated the sale of the plant to a major vendor 
equity corporation to leverage investment tax credits, accelerated depreciation and interest arbitrage 
earnings to lower local costs to the taxpayers by 25%.

Sale Leasebacks - Participated in several sale lease back transactions involving major waterfront de-
velopment projects funded with industrial development bonds totaling $3 million.  These projects also 
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involved use of investment tax credits, accelerated depreciation and historical tax credits.  Also initi-
ated a major tax exempt lease transaction used to procure office systems furniture and equipment for a 
new human services center.  Coordinated Certificates of Participation transactions to finance numerous 
buildings and projects in Chesterfield.

Project Coordination - Served as staff chairman on major construction project steering committees:

Alexandria City Hall Renovation ($10.6M), Alexandria Public Safety Center ($27M), Chesterfield 
Courts Building ($18.5M), Alexandra Public Safety Training Center ($7M), Chesterfield Utility Build-
ing ($5M), Chesterfield Mental Health/Mental Retardation Substance Abuse Building ($8M) Chester-
field Public Safety Training Center ($6M), and Chesterfield  Juvenile Courts Building ($18M).

Pension Management - Served as chairman for Alexandria Public Safety pension funds ($35 million) 
which consisted of both defined benefit and defined contribution plans.  Worked with actuarial con-
sultants, pension lawyers, and employee representative groups.  Serve as chairman of the Chesterfield 
County Supplemental Retirement Plan ($12 million) which provides supplemental defined benefits to 
county employees. 

Debt Management - Coordinated the issuance of numerous bond projects (both revenue and general ob-
ligation bonds) and assisted the Alexandria and Chesterfield County in improving its bond rating from 
AA to Aaa; have conducted rating presentations and tours with rating representatives in New York.  I 
have developed both long and short term financial policies, five year capital improvement and resource 
plans, and promoted the use of capital plant assessment plans which regularly assess the needs of city 
facilities and infrastructure for capital planning purposes.

Automated Financial Systems - Coordinated the procurement and implementation of an on-line ac-
counting system (Pete Marwick’s FAMIS), automated on-line payroll system (Integral Systems), on-
line automated real estate system (ECHO’s CARAT), point of sale terminals and revenue collection 
systems (International Computers, LTD), and automated on-line personal property system for assess-
ment of automobiles.  

Cash Management - Guided the issuance of a comprehensive Request-For-Prposals for banking ser-
vices which led to the extensive use of optical character scanning and automated lock box services 
which  dramatically improved treasury operations.   Also initiated procedures to facilitate effective cash 
management procedures and closing controls.  Completed the process of upgrading accounts receivable 
systems to capture real estate and personal property accounts transaction data.

Financial Policy Development - Have extensive experience in financial policy development at manage-
rial and governing body level.  Assisted and directed the development of the GFOA Evaluation of Fiscal 
Conditions report both in Newport News and in Alexandria.  Also have developed debt management 
policies for Newport News, Alexandria and Chesterfield.

1985 (Alexandria)

Acting Director of Personnel - Served as acting director of personnel for a city with 2000 employees 
for 10 months.
Supervised three division heads and three analysts as well as coordinate personnel policies, training, 
and fringe benefit program.  Negotiated the award of a major health coverage plan which both saved 
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money and improved benefits.  Also obtained group disability insurance coverage and improved the 
financial position of a problem public safety pension fund.

1984 (Alexandria)

Acting Director of Finance - Served as acting director for approximately a year.  Directed the recruit-
ment of new director.  During this time initiated banking services agreements, automated assessment sys-
tems and improved treasury management and completed the start-up of a on-line accounting system.

1983 (Alexandria)

Acting Director of Human Services - Directed a department (250) employees for approximately one 
year.  Responsible for welfare services, aging programs, employment services, refugee services and 
youth programs.  Assisted in the hiring of a new Assistant City Manager for Human Services.
Acting Director of Historic Resources - Supervised six division heads (50 employees) responsible for 
various museums and historical sites, fine arts center, travel promotion and an urban archaeology pro-
gram.

Quality Improvement  (Chesterfield)

Participated in the implementation of a Total Quality Improvement program countywide.  This program 
involves the use of Juran’s, Deming’s, and Peter Senge’s quality and system approaches to establishing 
a quality customer focus across internal and external services.  Served on executive steering committee, 
quality council, employee involvement groups and process action teams.

County-School Services Consolidation  (Chesterfield)

 Chaired an independent committee that studied and implemented the consolidation of county 
and school services:  fleet management, courier and warehouse services, and auditing.  Currently su-
pervise the following existing consolidated departments:  accounting, purchasing, data processing, risk 
management and electronic equipment maintenance.

Regionalism  (Chesterfield)

 Served on various metro-wide committee studying regional government initiatives in the 
Richmond area.  Project studies include a convention center (which was built), a natatorium, and an 
E-911 emergency communication system.  Served as chairman coordinating regional counter-terrorism 
(Homeland Security UASI grant) grant for the Richmond region totaling $6.5M.

Strategic Planning  (Chesterfield)

 Through Chesterfield County’s Total Quality Improvement program, led a  team in the develop-
ment  and implementation of a Strategic plan cycle including the coordination of an outside consultant 
and internal facilitator  necessary to undertake internal and external assessments (SWOT analysis), use 
of focus groups and surveys, and benchmarking to develop a viable and measurable strategic plan.
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Community Boards and Commissions (Chesterfield)

Youth Matters Board (a $8M Robert Wood Foundation grant for childhood literacy)
Richmond Convention and Visitors Bureau Board
Richmond Family Lifeline Board (community based social services)
Henricus Historical Site Board (the second settlement after Jamestown)
Richmond Sportsbackers Vice President and Board member (regional sports promotion)
Central Virginia Health Planning Board  (Chairman) 
Brandermill Woods Retirement Center Board
John Tyler Community College Board
Virginia Civil War Trails Board (Treasurer) (multi-state historical site trail tour system)
Senior Navigator Board
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